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ABOUT THE ULTIMATE PARTY LEADER: HON. MR. 

DAVID GOMADZA 

 

I am the Founder and President of Tomorrow’s World Order a 

political party that is to revolutionize global governance and the 

way countries are governed; introducing a completely new system 

throughout the world with the aim of eradicating all global 

problems. I strongly believe that the current system collapsed 

many years ago and only a new system will solve today’s global 

problems. A new thinking. A new way of doing things; taking 

wealth levels to new heights and changing the world forever. 

 

I am ready. Are you? 



 

WELCOME 

 

Greetings!! I personally welcome you all to this new chapter in 

mankind’s history and to a period of enlightenment in new thinking 

and different ways never tested before of doing things but 

nevertheless a journey we must undertake as a people to reach our 

intended destination. I personally believe humanity has failed. Full 

stop! Humanity has opted for the cheaper inferior quick ways of 

doing things yet the most destructive ones relying on outdated ways 

of going about every aspect of life. Humanity has opted for weapons 

as a solution to everything. Yes, make cheaper weapons and use 

these to get the most expensive things unfairly and below market 

price. I am a businessman as well I understand the rationale behind 

this approach; make cheaper items and use these to get all the 

expensive ones. Makes sense. But that makes sense if this is the only 

option. I understand your underlying rationale, as well as, should I 

say your methods of dealing with the economy, the financial aspects, 

the environmental or even the political methods which are outdated 

and honestly not-fit for the purpose. Mankind has failed to think out 

of the box. He has opted for the quick, easy methods which are short-

sighted therefore just concerned with solving short-term issues. But 

what if there is a clever even better way of doing things with the 

only drawback being that it requires bold guts and superior thinking 

and relies on the foresightedness of the decision-maker? Yes, there 

is a solution to all global problems. The only method to take 

humanity to the next level. A perfect method that sees everyone 

better off. A method that takes humanity to levels of development 

and wealth never witnessed before. The only way it was intended 

but also one that requires brave minds and bold guts because this 

means changing what we have been doing for the past 2000 years. 

They say hard habits die hard. Your leaders in the past have opted 
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to silence the bold and the brave rather than change their ways. But 

now they have no option. Time is never on their side anymore. For 

the past seventy years, we have seen them try all the tactics to 

eliminate today’s problems, but I tell you this; the problems and 

issues at that time are still the issues now. The current system has 

crashed. Mankind had a chance after a chance to change and take 

the right road out of the defensive stages to Networking and 

Cooperation the way it is intended but there was no overseer or 

leader bold enough to show them how and which path to follow. 

Wars were signals to mankind for him to change. Okay, your leaders 

tried to change soon after the World Wars and opted for peace but 

after the memories of the war-traumas had vanished so as the need 

to advance ahead and change for good. A global leader was lacking. 

One unbiased and not representing any nation, institution or cult. 

One to put down a platform and laws that will make the transition 

easy. Soon after the wars in most cases two years after witnessing 

the traumas of the war, the mind seemed to have forgotten and soon 

mankind was at it again; killing women and children using weapons 

and wars to get whatever he needed. Killing millions of the innocent 

and defenseless to ‘control others for peace purposes, to lower prices 

of expensive resources like oil, etc. But I ask you this. What peace? 

Whose peace? Do you honestly believe that the innocent women and 

children who died and are still dying because of wars, sanctions, 

invasions, etc. don’t want peace too? I don’t bloody care what 

justifications they give for all this. To all mankind, peace starts with 

these. The women and children who are the most precious group of 

any society but who are sadly viewed as easy targets to be used as 

baits through sanctions and so on to drive political agendas, etc. I 

say we must put an end to all this. I understand in the past mankind 

had no lasting solutions for all global problems. ... 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

WELCOME  [continued] 

 
 

……To some degree, this was his downfall, but we are saying we 

have come up with a solution. There is a way to solve all global 

problems. Ignorance can never suffice, nor can it ever be relied 

upon. We have shown the way in this book and as such with 

immediate effect we have drawn a line and written our laws that 

everyone must obey. These laws are common; currently known as 

the Jus Cogens that no one can claim not to know. Everyone knows 

that it’s wrong to kill the innocent, defenseless people of any society 

yet the most valuable of any society through whatever means; 

sanctions, invasions, poverty, etc. So, as such, we have banned all 

things giving your leaders ‘rights to murder’ these precious people 

of any society. Things are never going to be the same again. We 

anticipated resistance and have introduced new ways of dealing with 

evil. Trust me, there is no way out. Our laws will sink them down. 

Our system is fair and just. It’s universal and I guarantee you today 

that we already have global appeal. What we stand for is what 

everyone; the young, old, rich, poor, no matter what background, 
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genetic heritage standing, or sexual orientation wishes for and 

wants. What we stand for is everyone’s dream. We stand for all 

humanity and will provide solutions to help every nation on earth 

witness riches and levels of wealth never seen before. Our plans are 

bold and genuine and will solve all global problems. It’s a tough 

road but I guarantee you wealth never witnessed before, happiness 

and peace of mind. I am ready. Are you ready to change the world 

for the better? What’s not to like about banning wars through 

effective war-banning-laws? Banning weapons forever. Banning 

sanctions. Banning reliance on fossil fuels the main trigger of all 

wars and needlessly deaths of women and children. After all, it’s 

just a fossil fuel; once it’s gone, it’s gone what is not to like to start 

now planning the future through searching of alternate reliable, 

clean energy sources while saving lives of people who would 

otherwise end up dead due to invasions meant to beat the oil queues. 

Above all at the same time fighting climate change. All current 

vehicles relying on oil and other fossil fuels, to be banned by a 

certain date. Imagine the military instead of killing, they will be 

creating. Instead of destroying they will be building. Do you know 

that it is a crime for our best boys and girls [in soldiers] to die 

needlessly? Gone are the days when your leaders reduce the 

government’s bill through sacrificing thousands and wiping off 

thousand names off the soldier-salary-list; sending them out there 

unequipped well and facing never seen before threats in roadside 

bombs, etc. without proper informational-intelligence. Everyone 

must be accountable and should recognize and obey our laws. Life 

shall be valued and the right to life shall mean that in every sense of 

the phrase. Trust me after reading this book you will know that I 

mean business. This is a global movement and you MUST be part 

of this New World Order. Ladies and gentlemen; join us and be part 

of Tomorrow’s World Order [TWO]. Change is imminent and 

inevitable. Be on the winning side. It’s a win-win situation. But first, 

you MUST read this book and understand what we stand for and our 

methods. Let’s make today a better tomorrow for everyone even if 
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not for us let it be for our children. Thank You. I am the Founder 

and President of Tomorrow’s World Order. A global movement not 

biased or linked to any nation nor cult for that matter. A movement 

to solve all global issues through new laws, new methods and 

leading the way. We are Sovereign in our own right and have our 

own currency that will revolutionize life as we know it. An 

investment for you as well as you can buy our global currency that 

will act as the New Single Reserve Global Currency also while 

tackling global issues, a win-win situation. Are you ready? JOIN US 

TODAY! Tomorrow’s World Order. Your Future Your Say. 

Building a Better Today. Founder and President Mr. David 

Gomadza Signed 08/07/2019 00447745900178 

info@tomorrowsworldorder.com 

https://www.tomorrowsworldorder.com 

https://www.futuregoldcoin.com 

You can donate to our PayPal through this link: paypal. 

me/Tomorrowsworldorder. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OBJECTIVES OF TOMORROW’S WORLD 

ORDER AT NATIONAL AND GLOBAL 

SCALE. 

1. To introduce a new system of governance both at a national and 

global scale that emphasizes the printing of new money as the only 

true source of growth and individual, national and global wealth. 

2. To shift the thinking from austerity: living within your means, to 

an emphasis on growth giving the people more power in decisions 

and policies that affect them. 

3. To bring to all mankind wealth levels never experienced before. 

4. To protect already accumulated wealth and put things in place to 

make sure that this wealth is passed on from generation to generation 

rather than be taken by the government or institutions or charities. 

5. To protect savings already accumulated and put things in place so 

that these savings often accumulated over the years won’t be lost in 

a short period of time. 

6. To introduce a health plan that is free but fair where all citizens 

have to maintain a balance in their government-owned-yet-

individual savings account above a certain level to qualify for free 

health, with the government using this savings account as collateral 

to offer free services. The government depending on circumstances 

can match the balance, double it, triple it or even multiple this 

tenfold in order to provide enough cover. 
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7. To abolish the taking of wealth of the deceased-without-relatives 

by the government. 

8. To ban donations of wealth especially by the elderly to 

government, institutions like hospitals and or charities. Wealth to be 

left to relatives only and even distant relatives rather than the 

government, institutions like hospitals and or charities. 

9. To abolish income tax payments and collection by the 

government. 

10. To ban payments of national insurance and collection of these 

by the government. 

11. To introduce instead a collection from the income of a single-

digit-figure initially and opening of an individual savings-but 

government-owned account. An account that will be held by the 

government until a time when a person reaches a certain age, or the 

savings account balance reaches a certain amount before the person 

has access to it. To introduce a new government-backing of its 

citizens policy where it is indebted to its people; where it bails-out 

the people instead of banks first, a system where governments are 

mandated to protect the wealth of its citizens and are proactive to 

cushion the wealth by providing loans, mortgages, etc. through the 

individual savings-yet-government held account. 

12. Instead of collecting taxes and national insurance from income 

and wages the government shall collect savings straight to the 

citizen’s savings account which the government will use to assess 

eligibility levels for free health, loans, mortgages and pension 

support, the account remains in possession of the government until 

such a time when the individual reaches a certain age say 60 to have 

access to it and or if the contribution balance reaches a certain value 

e.g. $100 000 for argument’s sake then the person can have access 

to it. 

13. This individual savings-yet government-held account’s balance 

will act as collateral in order for the government to offer free health, 

loans, mortgages, etc. 

14. To advance and promote the printing of new money as the only 

true source of growth and wealth to a level never seen before with 

5-year cycles of printing. 

15. To introduce a new system to deal with hyperinflation and all 

issues associated with the printing of new money. 

16. To introduce a new system where all nations on earth must adopt 
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our digital currency as the New Single Reserve Global Currency 

[NSRGC] in order to take humanity to levels never seen before. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT 

You have taken a great step by choosing to read this constitution. 

Reading alone is one step of the process. You must join us too. We 

promise to change the world as you know it today. We promise to 

bring wealth to all mankind to levels never experienced before. We 

are going to introduce a new system from national to global 

governance and financial planning and management. We are going 

to introduce a new system that will revolutionize the world you 

know today. We are going to increase wealth of individuals, nations 

and globally to levels never thought of before. We have the answers 

to all global problems. We have a solution to global debt, poverty, 

financial crisis, unemployment, stagnant development for the past 

seventy years and above all; all human rights abuses. Yes, we have 

a solution for everything. We adopted a holistic approach and as 

such our party must be in power throughout the globe so that we can 

synchronize the implementation of the new global system of 

governance, fiscal management, and the judiciary system. Yes, you 

must choose us and vote for our candidates. We believe mankind 

has been stuck in defensive stages in which mankind has 

affordability issues and instead with the little resources he has; 
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makes weapons which he goes on to use through, force, wars, 

invasions, sanctions, intimidation and all evil acts to get the 

expensive resources he can’t afford like oil. To make things worse 

in the process kill innocent women and children. Yes, mankind has 

relied on weapons and the defense as a driver of the economy. But 

we are saying we as Tomorrow’s World Order and I as the Founder 

and President there is a solution. Yes, an answer to all this. I believe 

the current system is now obsolete and only a new system is a must 

hence the rise of Tomorrow’s World Order and our new perfect 

system will bring wealth to all mankind to levels never witnessed 

before. Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls JOIN US TODAY for 

a new chapter in mankind’s development journey. 

Signed 

David Gomadza Founder and President Tomorrow’s World Order. 

07 August 2019 
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THE CONSTITUTION 

Tomorrow's World Order’s: 

SOVSUPERIUSCOGENS 

 

These are our important principles based on the notion of a nation's 

sovereignty, our super power status, an effective rule of law, and 

international jurisdiction of the law and order in that a crime 

committed anywhere can be dealt with in any country on earth 

regardless, first, when it was committed, secondly, where it was 

committed. That means that some crimes have got no time-limits. 

New powers to stripe-off immunity and just by word of mouth get 

anyone apprehended in any country and put on trial there. 

 

David Gomadza 
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A NEW CHAPTER A NEW CHALLENGE!! 

The future belongs to men and women of honor and regimes that 

uphold the rule of law. There are fundamental laws that are there to 

safeguard humanity and everyone’s freedom and these laws MUST 

not be broken. Surprisingly, some nations and a few evil people 

think that it’s okay to break these directly or indirectly, but the truth 

is that it’s not. These nations have broken these peremptory laws, 

but we say we should hold these nations to account. Torture, 

genocide, crimes against humanity, crimes of aggression, etc. are 

laws that MUST not be broken yet there are a few countries that 

break these peremptory norms and laws simply because there are no 

other powers out there to put an end to this but not anymore. A New 

World a better today. Things are never going to be the same again. 

A new chapter in history. This is the million-dollar question. Are 

you ready and prepared for a completely New World? A new 

system? A new way of doing things. Change is imminent and 

inevitable. The system has crashed only a new system is needed and 

when there is a system crash, we must start over again. Building 

effective systems that work. Systems that are observed and accepted 

by everyone. Current systems and institutions are useless they are as 

good as gone. What a waste. But it is not all hopeless. Tomorrow’s 

World Order is there to lay a new foundation. A new road. A new 

way of doing things. A new way never seen before dealing with 

rights violators through our new justice system. TWO is there to 

implement a new system since the current system has crashed. A 

system that is effective, is respected, acknowledged and feared by 

all. A system adhered to by all simply because it is the right path for 

everyone. To all rights abusers out there, your days are numbered. 

It will never be the same again. Be prepared for a new system. Surely 

the current system is now obsolete. Ineffective and honestly useless. 

Only a new system can solve the current problems. A new overhaul. 

A complete change. 
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Get in Get Involved with Something 

Special. 

 

 

People are willing to get involved and be part of something special 

and this is that one special thing. Ending all future wars, giving 

everyone back that sense of security and a framework that works to 

fight wars, unnecessary deaths of women and children, elimination 

of poverty, empowerment of every nation and individuals with 

global advice and guidance is something unique and truly special. 

It’s unreasonable for any man and woman not to appreciate our 

system great simply because they have nothing to lose, they will get 

their investment capital back. Stability gives people peace of mind 

to quench all fears of instability and corruption etc. and losing their 

money and having hopes of gaining something in return. If chances 

are that they will get something back, they are willing to invest, etc. 

UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES 

Our laws place mandatory obligations and requirements on all 

global countries on earth or other planets to cooperate and observe 

our laws in order to put an end to any breaches at all levels. This is 

because our laws are fundamental to the existence and survival of 

humanity at large. The laws are critical to the survival of humanity 

as a whole. Any breach can mean human extinction. There is no 
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derogation whatsoever is permitted. No justifications whatsoever for 

breaching. No laws, countries or persons can and MUST override 

our laws. Any breach has express-command for global justice and 

punishment. These laws have universal jurisdiction meaning that 

anyone, anywhere who is in that capacity appointed by a recognized 

official, institutions etc. mainly officials only can and MUST 

apprehend the violator and initiate the justice process through a 

proper official system of any country that is the justice system of 

that country through the courts of such a country [to avoid people 

taking the law into their own hands] Severe punishment; death, for 

those taking things into their own hands as a deterrent to abuse. 

These laws work on the system of IF-THEN. In that, IF the laws are 

breached and a certain criterion must be satisfied and [can be proved 

through the official justice system of any country] that breach has 

occurred THEN such a judgment will be the outcome. There is no 

ambiguity; to make the system fair and to make everyone know what 

they are against if they breached our laws. The reason behind this 

being that any breach can cause and can result in human extinction. 

We are obliged to safeguard humanity and make sure that such laws 

won’t be breached. Some actions threatening human existence. This 

means any country whatsoever making WMDs; nukes and 

stockpiling these etc. Such acts put a risk to humanity’s survival. 

These laws include but are not limited to these; 

Making of WMDs, all kinds, bio-engineered, digital, cyber, nuclear 

weapons for whatever reason. No country has rights to make and 

stockpile nukes etc. that includes the developed world as well. 

Wars. All wars banned from a certain date to be announced. 

Weapons manufacturing, production, trading, exchanging, 

stockpiling, etc. banned. Date to be announced. 

Invasions of sovereign nations and any use of force against a 

sovereign nation for whatever reason banned. A date to be 

announced where this comes into effect. 

Acts of aggression banned. Any acts with intent to incite, stir or 

cause others to think, act or react so as to start or think or plan for 
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war are banned. 

Acts of intimidation or inciting others to fears and panic that might 

result in acts related to wars or conflicts or cause one to feel insecure 

so as to start making WMDs to match the threat at hand for example 

are banned. This might include a grouping of most nations into one 

powerful war-house or cult that it will be unreasonable NOT to think 

or start making even more powerful weapons mainly by the weakest 

as a counteract measure to match the force at hand and give one any 

chances of survival. Mind you everyone under our laws have rights 

to life, self-defend themselves and preserve the life of themselves 

and their citizens. They have the right to act to preserve their people 

and depending on the size and magnitude of exerting force they 

might have a self-defense argument. Initiating and pursuing or 

perpetuating wars, weapons, and acts of aggression and 

intimidation, etc. directly or otherwise. Hacking of people [not 

computers] illegal and banned; with intent to change, modify, alter 

or stop some functions, kill, control, command, enslave or abuse in 

whatever way…. 

 

BUY OUR FUTUREGOLDCOIN [FCI] 

DIGITAL CURRENCY THAT WILL POWER 

TOMORROW 
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...This include some piracy activities in relation to humans. Issues 

of false-flagging; false pretenses and giving people a false sense of 

security pretending to help initially and then alter, change, damage, 

stop and kill. Severe punishment in form of death. Aim of hacker is 

to kill in the end. Rights to self-defense as everyone entitled to right 

to life, quality of life and self-defend. A hacker is as good as an 

enemy of humanity. So evil that such crimes must receive the 

ultimate punishment: death. Hacking carries three life sentences in 

that a hacker is a torturer too, and a torturer is a slave-master too and 

all three crimes carry maximum sentences. Triple deaths that is three 

life sentences. Above 300 years [instant death by the assassin 

approved by our courts] and might extend to future generations as a 

deterrent. Torture. This is gross violations of human rights. A 

torturer is an enemy of mankind; the ultimate death penalty. Torture 

threatens the fabric of international laws as it is synonymous with 

slavery. In hacking situations there are express-torture violations. In 

torture there are express slavery connotations because torturers use 

torture to enslave as well. Two maximum sentences one for torture 

and the other for implied slavery. All hackers of human beings 

torture their victims through hidden sophisticated devices. Once 

hacked obviously that person is tortured too and enslaved secretly. 

Gross violations of human rights. 

Secret or hidden slavery. Genocide. War crimes. Crimes against 

humanity. Sanctions aimed at innocent women and children. 

Destroys innocent lives even though might not carry the death 

penalty nevertheless are violations of our laws. The list is not 

exhaustive. 

 

Signed 09/08/2019 Tomorrow’s World Order. David Gomadza 
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ONLY TOMORROW'S WORLD ORDER HAS 

THE ANSWERS 

How much time should we waste on obsolete systems and methods 

designed after World War II and which are now obsolete and not for 

this day and age? 

Wouldn't it be a smart move to try a brand-new way of thinking? 

A brand-new approach. 

Above all what is not to like in; 

Saving money, you sweated and hard-worked for through abolishing 

of payments of income tax and national insurance. 

What is not to like to have another savings account, imagine how 

much you pay in your life as taxes and national insurance and the 

value of what you get back? Imagine all that money being yours and 

no one else? Surely this is a huge step towards human emancipating 

and global wealth. The question is; Are you ready? I am. 

 

Tomorrow's World Order 

 

YOUR FUTURE YOUR SAY!! 
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TOMORROW'S WORLD ORDER 

[TWO] 

Your Future Your Say 

NEW RULES 

NEW LAWS 

A NEW WORLD ORDER 

A NEW WORLD SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE 

A NEW WORLD SYSTEM OF FISCAL PLANNING AND 

MANAGEMENT 

A NEW WORLD SYSTEM OF JUSTICE 

ARE YOU READY? I AM. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PURPOSE AND OUR UNIQUE POLITICAL 

PHILOSOPHY 

ORIGINS. 
1. Tomorrow’s World Order arose out of the realization that 

mankind for the past 2000 years has been stuck in defensive stages 

of development where he can’t afford to buy everything he needs 

and instead with the little he has designs and makes weapons which 

he then uses to get everything else he needs by force, through wars, 

invasions, assassinations, sanctions and all kinds of evil; in the 

process killing innocent women and children; people who are the 

voiceless and defenseless of any society. 

2. Yet there is a system that will increase individual, national and 

global wealth to levels never imagined before. A system that makes 

everyone afford to buy any resources at market value. Yes, a new 

system of governance and fiscal planning and management that will 

revolutionize global wealth and development. 

3. The major factor is the fact that a new system is a must and 

urgently needed. 

4. The current system is obsolete and not-fit-for purpose, yet we still 

use it despite several financial crises with the 2008 being the last 
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major one, global poverty, global debt above $244 trillion, mediocre 

living standards for the past seventy years and stagnating economies 

with some developed nations falling back into developing nations. 

Poor fiscal planning and management everywhere when there is an 

answer. I aim to introduce a new system of governance and financial 

planning that will eliminate global, country and individual debt. 

Increase wealth, raise living standards and make everyone witness 

wealth never dreamt of globally at the same time installing the rule 

of law. 

NEW SINGLE RESERVE GLOBAL 

CURRENCY: 

A future global digital currency for transactions and payments to 

work with sovereign nation’s currency side by side to steer growth 

and increase wealth exponentially at the same time fighting 

hyperinflation as printing shall be the only source of new money. 

Never Global Debt Again. Replace Global Debt 

with Perpetual Savings. 

Every system must have a leader to prosper. A leader to protect it, 

to lead it and safeguard its future hence the rise of Tomorrow’s 

World Order [TWO] with sovereign powers to print our own money, 

write and enforce our laws globally. A strong leadership will 

guarantee the survival and existence of a system. 

All alternate currencies have no leadership even Bitcoin founders 

are in anonymity for fears probably. 

 

Futuregoldcoin and Calycoin 

Why the need for a Single Reserve Global 

Currency? [SRGC] 
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First and foremost, the current system is the product of the Bretton 

Woods System that collapsed in 1971 although it’s an improvement 

on the Bretton Woods fixed rate exchange theory nevertheless the 

system is not fit for purpose. It crashed years ago and only a new 

system can solve today's global problems. The rise of Tomorrow’s 

World Order [TWO] to oversee and manage the fiscal aspects of this 

SRGC the Futuregoldcoin [FCI] ; a digital global currency for all 

international and domestic transactions. 

FUNCTIONS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE 

PARTY 

The first aim and the objective of Tomorrow’s World Order is to 

endorse our selected candidates to contest, win and take roles as the 

Prime Minister or President or Chancellor, etc. through the General, 

Parliamentary and or the Presidential elections and to participate in 

all elections; to be selected for roles in the House of Commons, the 

Senate and the House of Representations depending on the country 

in question. 

THE AIM OF Tomorrow's World Order [UK] 

Is to represent Tomorrow’s World Order [Global] in the United 

Kingdom that is in England, Scotland and Wales promoting its 

views and principles as in its constitution. 

The purpose of this party shall be; 

1. To contest elections and win positions and seats in all elections 

and at all levels of the government and one day to win the leadership 

contest so that our political party will be the ruling party in the 

United Kingdom that is in England, Scotland and Wales. 

2. To write, develop, publicize and promote the views of 

Tomorrow’s World Order [Global] in the United Kingdom that is in 

all England, Scotland and Wales and applying these on a national 

scale with the aim of taking humanity to another level of 
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development bringing in wealth to all mankind at levels never seen 

before through our policies, procedures and rules. 

3. We as a people have the potential to achieve great yet we are 

operating below our optimal levels. 

4. We aim to change mankind’s thinking of emphasizing austerity 

measures and show all mankind that growth is the only answer to all 

global and national problems; the way nature intended. 

5. Prosperity to all mankind and not just to the few privileged ones. 

6. To plan, organize, promote and take part in all peaceful activities 

within the United Kingdom. 

7. To advance our agendas and gain the trust, support, and backing 

of all the people and convince all that only our policies are the only 

real solutions; the only way forward. 

8. We have heard and seen all current policies in play and we already 

know the disappointing outcome and now it’s time for change and 

change can only mean growth and levels of wealth for all never 

experienced before. We have the answers. 

9. We aim to participate in all elections and referendums at all levels, 

10. We aim to take all won seats and where there is ambiguity the 

party leader must decide. If still doubt exist, the national party leader 

can put the matter before the global leader of Tomorrow’s World 

Order unless it is the same person in which case he has, or she has 

to decide therein. 

11. The elected members to represent our party at all levels and 

advance our goals and objectives. 

12. The national party for that region here TWO [UK] will link and 

cooperate with the main party TWO [Global] and with other local 

institutions, bodies or even other charities, etc. for the sake of 

carrying out its duties as in the constitution or where the leader sees 

fit. 
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JOIN US TODAY!! 

 

THE LAW 

 

The law can be a double-edged-sword to those who violate it and a 

source of hope, comfort and inspiration to those who seek justice 

and peace. 

 

David Gomadza
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CHAPTER 5 

OBJECTIVES OF TOMORROW’S WORLD 

ORDER AT NATIONAL AND GLOBAL 

SCALE. 

1. To introduce a new system of governance both at a national and 

global scale that emphasizes the printing of new money as the only 

true source of growth and individual, national and global wealth. 

2. To shift the thinking from austerity: living within your means, to 

an emphasis on growth giving the people more power in decisions 

and policies that affect them. 

3. To bring to all mankind wealth levels never experienced before. 

4. To protect already accumulated wealth and put things in place to 

make sure that this wealth is passed on from generation to generation 

rather than be taken by the government or institutions or charities. 

5. To protect savings already accumulated and put things in place so 

that these savings often accumulated over the years won’t be lost in 

a short period of time. 

6. To introduce a health plan that is free but fair where all citizens 

have to maintain a balance in their government-owned-yet-

individual savings account above a certain level to qualify for free 

health, with the government using this savings account as collateral 
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to offer free services. The government depending on circumstances 

can match the balance, double it, triple it or even multiple this 

tenfold in order to provide enough cover. 

7. To abolish the taking of wealth of the deceased-without-relatives 

by the government. 

8. To ban donations of wealth especially by the elderly to 

government, institutions like hospitals and or charities. Wealth to be 

left to relatives only and even distant relatives rather than the 

government, institutions like hospitals and or charities. 

9. To abolish income tax payments and collection by the 

government. 

10. To ban payments of national insurance and collection of these 

by the government. 

11. To introduce instead a collection from the income of a single-

digit-figure initially and opening of an individual savings-but 

government-owned account. An account that will be held by the 

government until a time when a person reaches a certain age, or the 

savings account balance reaches a certain amount before the person 

has access to it. 

12. To introduce a new government-backing of its citizens policy 

where it is indebted to its people; where it bails-out the people 

instead of banks first, a system where governments are mandated to 

protect the wealth of its citizens and are proactive to cushion the 

wealth by providing loans, mortgages, etc. through the individual 

savings-yet-government held account. 

13. Instead of collecting taxes and national insurance from income 

and wages the government shall collect savings straight to the 

citizen’s savings account which the government will use to assess 

eligibility levels for free health, loans, mortgages and pension 

support, the account remains in possession of the government until 

such a time when the individual reaches a certain age say 60 to have 

access to it and or if the contribution balance reaches a certain value 

e.g. $100 000 for argument’s sake then the person can have access 

to it. 
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14. This individual savings-yet government-held account’s balance 

will act as collateral in order for the government to offer free health, 

loans, mortgages, etc. 

15. To advance and promote the printing of new money as the only 

true source of growth and wealth to a level never seen before with 

5-year cycles of printing. 

16. To introduce a new system to deal with hyperinflation and all 

issues associated with the printing of new money. 

17. To introduce a new system where all nations on earth must adopt 

our digital currency as the New Single Reserve Global Currency 

[NSRGC] in order to take humanity to levels never seen before. 

 

OUR GLOBAL PLAN 
 

1. To advance a system where all nations on earth will use two 

currencies as the base currencies namely their own sovereign 

national currency as the first currency and secondly adopt and use 

our digital currency FutureGoldCoin as the second base currency, 

even though nations can use more than two currencies these must be 

the two critical currencies to achieve growth and wealth to levels 

never experienced before. 

2. To advance and lay a new system and framework of global 

governance where there is the rule of law, democracy, peace and 

wealth for all to new heights. A system adhered to by all simply 

because the system represents everyone and is for all; an effective 

system. 

3. To introduce a new system of analyzing debt and dealing with 

individual, national and global debt and a new system of treating 

debt as having a depreciation value. 

4. To introduce a new system that encourages individual, national 

and global savings, introducing the government-owned yet 

individual savings accounts, introducing Tomorrow’s World Order 

Global Reserve Bank where all nations after printing new money 
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have to deposit this new money in the Global Reserve Bank as 

savings which we will treat as collateral and offer them the 

equivalent of our universal global digital currency the 

FutureGoldCoin which they must use in their economy to achieve 

growth to new heights. 

5. To introduce a new system that will take humanity to the next 

stage of development away from the defensive stage in which we 

are stuck in; where mankind makes weapons-cheaper and then uses 

the weapons to get the expensive resources like oil. 

6. To introduce a new system that will increase affordability to 

levels high enough to buy any resources be it oil etc. at market prices 

instead of relying on weapons to fetch these. 

7. To introduce new laws and regulations to offer peace and 

consolation to those who seek justice and on the other hand, 

introduce a new universal justice system that is fair and effective 

and feared by all, regardless. 

8. To maintain individual differences in people and nations brought 

by mother nature recognizing this as everyone’s right by not 

insisting or imposing changes but maintaining individualism as long 

as the differences are within the law. That means preserving the 

nation-specific difference strengthening the borders of each nation 

as desired as long as all are willing to abide by all international laws 

and our rules and regulations. Encouraging diversity. 

9. Above all, bringing peace to all mankind with the aim of 

networking and cooperating together on a global scale. 

10. To introduce a global leader who is not biased; a leader that 

represents all mankind and one who is for the people globally, one 

to lead all nations acting as an overseer and the guiding force with 

the aim of taking humanity out of the defensive stages where 

weapons and defense take center stage. 

We believe as Tomorrow’s World Order that achieving the above 

goals and objectives will enable us to be able to; 

1. Provide employment to all and making working worth it as 

income tax and national insurance will have been abolished. An 
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extra savings account for everyone. 

2. Will enable us to achieve income equality and distribute income 

fairly. 

3. Make us be able to build brand new cities from stretch and provide 

excellent infrastructure that meets today’s standards. 

4. Increase living standards. 

5. Protect the wealth and savings of everyone cushioning people 

against all kinds of crisis, therefore, improving living conditions and 

standards. 

 

GLOBALLY OUR OBJECTIVES ARE; 

 

1. To ban global wars, weapons manufacturing, possession, and 

trading. 

2. To ban the killings of innocent women and children globally. 

3. To ban all kinds of sanctions [which arose out of the ‘Scorched 

Earth’ policies of the 1900] that affect the voiceless; women and 

children. 

4. This will enable us to introduce and put a system that guarantees 

human rights for all and freedoms in the process of improving the 

quality of life and living standards. 

5. To achieve all this, we aim to appoint people who we will field-

in in all democratic elections at all levels with the aim to win seats 

and office so that in the end our appointed and elected leaders 

become the rulers and leaders of the United Kingdom in all England, 

Scotland, and Wales and globally. Leaders from Tomorrow’s World 

Order must bring wealth levels never experienced before, empower 

all and bring peace to all while improving life, quality of life and 

raising everyone’s self-esteem to levels never thought of; the only 

way nature intended.  

 

Only Tomorrow’s World Order has the answers. 
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Rights of the Citizens 

 
1. We as Tomorrow’s World Order strongly believe that 

affordability or its lack is the root of all problems regarding human 

rights abuses. Tackling the lack of affordability is the answer to a 

global that upholds the rule of law. 

2. So, even though human rights play a critical role to us; our 

emphasis is on tackling the root cause and then let our justice system 

bring law and order. 

3. This constitution might not deal a lot with the rights of people etc. 

we strongly believe that solving affordability will automatically 

bring the rule of law to all. We believe there is a strong causal-effect 

relationship nevertheless we shall address these rights here. 

4. The law gives everyone equal rights before it. 

 

Right to Life 
1. Everyone shall have the right to life which means right not to be 

killed needlessly. We have introduced new laws dealing with 

women and children killers through our laws. 

2. We have put new laws to ban wars globally. 

3. Now illegal to consider women and children as collateral damage. 

Wars and invasions that kill women and children will get the leaders 

who ordered these wars or commanded these to be dragged to court. 

4. Soldier’s lives are now protected by our laws. It is illegal to send 

soldiers to war when chances of dying or be maimed are high. 

5. Our system has eliminated the reasons for going to war. Every 

nation will be able to afford to buy any resources. All nations will 

have enough money to meet basic needs and cooperate with rebels. 

6. Sanctions are based on the scorched-earth-principles of starving 

into submission, therefore, are banned. 

7. We ban all sanctions that result in the deaths and suffering of 

women globally. Sanctions target women and children in order for 

the leaders to submit to the demands. We say no to such evil 
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thinking. 

8. To deal with violators we have introduced the E-laws. These are 

the Empathy Laws. 

9. They are not discrimination laws but laws that arise due to the fact 

that it is human nature not to relate to things we are not familiar 

with. 

10. Distance remote things are not close to us. Most people advocate 

for things that are close to them that they know and are familiar with. 

11. Since Tomorrow’s World Order is a global political party, your 

enemies are protected by our laws that make you answerable to us. 

You can see now that there are no longer loopholes the main reason 

why now we banned wars. Any future wars will result in those 

involved facing our justice system; fact. 

 

Everyone has rights to the best quality of life. 

 
1.Governments around the globe have greater responsibilities when 

it comes to quality of life. Some countries still practicing eugenics 

movements secretly loading their people with watermarks to protect 

them and disfiguring others with viral-digital and bio watermarks to 

justify conserving their own. Some governments are hacking and 

chipping everyone at birth with radiation-emitting devices as a 

population control and in the process lowering quality of life to 

medieval times with people looking like zombies etc. All violations 

of our laws. 

2. All acts that violate the quality of life are banned by our 

constitution and laws. 

3. We banned reliance on fossils and equipment, vehicles and 

infrastructure using these to be phased out. Pollution lowers quality 

of life.  

The constitution mandates the government to invest in research and 

development for cheaper cleaner alternatives. 

4. We’re to embark on new city development schemes from stretch 
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to improve quality of life. 

 

Rights to defend oneself. 

 

 
Every person and country on earth has the right to defend itself. 

Depending on the threat at hand; some countries and people can and 

might be justified in the use of force to defend itself. If the threat is 

formidable and if not doing anything can be regarded as 

unreasonable then the right to self-defend can be called upon and 

that person can seek international help. 

 

Gender equality laws. 

 
All people are equal regardless of gender and our constitution places 

requirements on all members to observe equality laws in carrying 

out all activities. During formation, the procedural rules must be 

considered, and equal representation be applied in all cases with the 

correct representation number to be adopted. Women have the same 

opportunities for the top jobs in the party. 

 

Gender in candidate listing. 

 
A system must be adopted and made into bylaws to ensure a certain 

number of candidates will be selected because they are women, so 

we have a representation that is just. Ideally, 50% must be women 

but a third is the working minimum guideline depending on the 

number sort. 

Gender in the decision-making process. In the decision-making 

committees and executives more must be done to include more 

women. Ideally, a large number must be women or 50% whichever 
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is lower. Wars kill more women and children than men and we give 

women special privileges to be part of the decision-making process 

to help make policies that reduce their risks of being the victims of 

wars, sanctions, and invasions. 

 

 

THE PERFECT SYSTEM 

 
A perfect system has a force that exerts pressure but that also has 

an equal-but-opposing-force that works to maintain the equilibrium 

over time so that in the end the system can be maintained and 

sustained for long periods without the system crashing. 

Any imbalance over time will inevitably result in the collapse of 

the system. The extent of the collapse depends on the power and 

magnitude of the exerting force. The bigger the exerting force and 

the less or non-existent of the equal-but-opposing-force the more 

the imbalance and the greater the destruction and hard it is to fix 

the system after collapse rendering the system obsolete. That will 

only pave the way for a new system. 

 

Hence the Rise of Tomorrow’s World Order. 

 

A New Beginning. A New Fresh Start. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls welcome to Tomorrow’s 

World Order. 

 

Founder/ President Mr. David Gomadza [Remarks based on 

Newton’s Third Law.] 

 

Signed 08/07/2019 
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FUTUREGOLDCOIN 
 

A NEW WORLD. A NEW BEGINNING 

 

NO WARS AND WEAPONS EVER AGAIN 

 

NO WOMAN AND CHILD TO DIE NEEDLESSLY 

 

SANCTIONS [BASED ON THE SCORCHED EARTH 

NOTIONS]: BANNED! 

 

A NEW WORLD ORDER 

 

FOSSIL FUELS [OIL ETC]: BANNED! 

ALL FOSSIL-FUEL-POWERED VEHICLES AND 

MACHINERY: BANNED & TO BE PHASED-OUT! 

 

BRAND-NEW RENEWABLE SOURCES.  BRAND NEW 

LAWS 

 

NO MORE TORTURE, HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS, NO 

GENOCIDE, NO CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, ETC 

 

ONLY PEACE AND NETWORKING 

 

JOIN US TODAY 

 

A NEW CHAPTER A NEW BEGINNING  

 

POWERING TOMORROW 
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CHAPTER 6 

TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER’S 

SOVSUPERIUSCOGENS 

 

WHAT ARE THE SOVSUPERIUSCOGENS? 

These are Tomorrow’s World Order guiding principles, rules and 

compelling laws that establish who we are, what we stand for, what 

we do and how we impact and influence the world around us and to 

a large extent these define how we expect all nations under the sun 

to operate and respond. Further, these set the rules, principles, 

standards, and norms that govern all global nations. Clearly setting 

the rules and what is expected of them. These Sovsuperiuscogens 

are based on the following principles; Sovereignty: 

 

Firstly: 

In relation to Tomorrow’s World Order, this signifies that we are 

not related to any nation, nor do we belong to any nation, nor that 

we represent any nation. We are sovereign in our right and we are 

not subject to any control by any nation and having said that we are 

fair and represent the whole world as a whole rather than the 
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interests of individual nations. 

Secondly: 

We strongly believe in the individual state sovereignty as the 

fundamental principle and pivotal aspect of any nation. The main 

idea behind our core principles is the idea of individual state 

sovereignty as a prerequisite to any progress and development. We 

believe for any nation to progress successfully it must be a sovereign 

nation with all key attributes associated with sovereignty. Without 

an individual’s state’s sovereignty then there can never be the talk 

of progress and development. 

 

Thirdly: 

The idea of individual nation’s sovereignty goes beyond realizing 

that individuals have powers to mind their own affairs without any 

intrusion, guidance, etc. as in this case any uninvited interferences 

are regarded as acts of aggression in which a nation is entitled under 

our laws to self-defend itself using any force necessary. The 

emphasis and difference to the current system is the fact that all 

nations are capable and expected to be responsible for their own 

development and growth. There can never be interference unless if 

that specific nation has formally requested that. There is no nation 

or entity that can declare to act on another nation’s interest. It is one 

nation for itself and only Tomorrow’s World Order for us all. This, 

as you will see later on, will draw a line between manipulation, 

abuse for own gains and devious acts where nations pretend to help 

others but actually enslaving indirectly or stalling development as to 

maintain a situation of dependence, something that is against 

sovereignty. 

If a nation is a sovereign one, there is no talk of aid, helping, leading 

another, etc. simply because that nation is sovereign and as such can 

and is expected to be responsible for its own affairs without any 

outside interference. Such interferences are regarded as express acts 

of aggression unless expressly requested by the nation to do so. 
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Fourthly: 

The main theme of our values hangs upon the fact that we believe 

that; The government is forever indebted to its people and therefore 

is there to serve the people not the other way round. This 

indebtedness to its people comes from the printing of new money 

process. We strongly believe that every government when it prints 

new money, it owes its citizens this money. For accounting 

purposes, every transaction must have a debit and a credit value in 

the trial balance. Therefore, when the government prints money it 

technically or metaphorically writes the ‘I owe you’ to the people. 

Printing money increases the value of the people. So, our new 

system acknowledges this so that in the future the government must 

‘pay back this money and settle the ‘I owe you’ I mentioned above. 

This places the burden on the government to bail-out people through 

loans, mortgages, etc. when they default and are at risk of losing 

their wealth and savings. Since printing money is forever, this means 

the government is indented to its citizens forever. The ever 

indebtedness vicious cycle and the burden to act swiftly placed on 

the government’s part. 

Printing money; means the government generating money from 

nowhere and as a responsible government must owe this money to 

the citizens. Injection of this money into the economy increases 

wealth, production and demand. It increases the disposable income 

that in turn increases growth and production. Soon everything will 

increase for a time until when the money in circulation and that with 

the people starts to decrease yet consumption remains high. Soon 

the people are left without enough cash for the increased 

consumption. They start defaulting on loans and mortgages. They 

start using their savings until a time they start even selling their 

property before going burst. The system collapses before the 

governments realize what is going on and jump in when all wealth 

is destroyed, and things are irrecoverable. 

Our system places the ‘burden to act’ on the government. The time 

it prints money it owes its citizens the value of this money. That 
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places the duty of care and to protect them on the government and 

mandates to them responsibilities to act swiftly and proactively. The 

government because of this relationship must; 

✓ Act swiftly and plan ahead to pay back the ‘I owe you’ 

generated from the printing of new money. 

✓ They must act to protect and preserve the wealth of the 

people. 

✓ Must act fast to bail-out the people and not banks. 

✓ Must do everything to protect the savings and the wealth of 

the people. 

✓ Must provide loans, mortgages to the people before a 

financial crisis arises. 

✓ Must print new money and through our new system of a 

government-held savings account must assess eligibility and 

offer cheaper low-cost loans, mortgages, pay for health, 

pension, etc. 

 

This is the only way the government pays back the ‘I owe you’ 

created by the printing of money. 

Our system means the wealth preserved and the government running 

to the rescue before wealth is destroyed. 

The process, if repeated continuously with loans, help, and 

mortgages, etc. given to the people from printed money through the 

government-owned savings account where the money can then be 

transferred to the person’s own savings or current account will see 

increases in wealth. 

This guarantees the extraordinary never seen before building up of 

wealth to levels we can only dream of. 

 

Absolute power: 

 

We believe that we are and must be the world’s ultimate or absolute 

power in that only we have the power to have the final say, the power 

to lead and guide all nations, the power to direct the course of action 
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and to spearhead development. This status is an acquired status 

based on our suitability and credibility to represent every one’s 

interest without bias as we don’t belong to any military, religious or 

political cult, nor do we represent a minority-special-privileged 

elite, etc. We stand for everyone and as such we are the only fair 

unbiased power to act responsibly as a global leader. We have our 

own system that is effective and fit-for-purpose in that it relates to 

the current and future environment be it, political, social, religious, 

economic, financial, etc. or otherwise. This also means that we have 

an enforcement system to see that our rules and laws are observed 

by all equally without giving unnecessary special privileges to 

certain individuals as the current system does. The system in which 

we are saying that it is outdated and obsolete as evidenced by the 

fact that they don’t follow their own rules and as such we can’t 

expect them to act fairly. We have to act as the law upholders and 

overseers. Our absolute power is based on the fact that a school 

needs a headmaster, so as a college needs a principle, just like a 

country needs a prime minister, president or chancellor the globe 

needs a global leader hence the rise of Tomorrow’s World Order. I 

empathize here that organizations like the UN, NATO, etc. can’t and 

will not be regarded as global leaders as they are biased, created by 

the individual’s states of the founding nations, and represent an elite 

special group, etc. whose interest they represent, and the talk of 

absolute power is nonexistence. An absolute power in this sense is 

one that can guide all unbiased and be fair to represent everyone and 

act on behalf of all mankind. 
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TOMORROW'S WORLD ORDER 
 

 

A NEW GLOBAL PHENOMENON 

 

 

Your Future Your Say 
 

 

BUILDING A BETTER TODAY 

 

 

The World Need A New Visionary 
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Empowering everyone. 

 

The current system is based on dependence just like all evil systems 

in the past e.g. slavery. The fact that the current system functions 

well when the individual nation’s sovereignty is trampled on is a 

gross miscarriage of justice and proves that the current system is not 

fit for the purpose. The current system as I advocated in my book: 

Tomorrow’s World Order is based on one big parasite feeding on 

everyone else’s pain and misery and or depending on others for 

growth and development at the expense of everyone else. This can 

only mean the removal of an individual state’s sovereign and once 

that happens then a situation of dependence, threats, intimidation, 

dirty tricks and manipulation becomes the norm. This is the only 

way this nation can grow at the expense of everyone else. We 

strongly, vehemently and profusely are against this. We stand for 

the empowering of every nation on earth. 

 

Raising global standards and wealth of all nations. 

 

We have plans and solutions to make every nation on earth 

experience growth to levels never achieved before. 

 

Experience wealth levels to never thought of as possible before. 

 

We are to raise living standards globally to levels never dreamt of 

in our lifetime. We believe the only way is through acknowledging 

and emancipating every nation on earth first through making all 

sovereign in their own right. 
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Removing all things that take away the nation’s sovereign.  

 

The only way to increase global development to levels never seen 

before is through recognizing and accrediting all nations as 

sovereign. 

 

We are going to impose minimum standards globally and any 

nations below these standards are answerable to us. 

 

Providing peace to all mankind. 

 

We have a mandate to provide global peace through our laws and 

rules. We have laws and regulations to ban wars, weapons, killings 

of women and children, providing a peaceful environment through 

the banning of fossil fuels in favor of clean renewable energy 

sources, etc. 

Peace for all must mean just that. 

Our laws will close all loopholes in the current systems and put 

tough laws to bring perpetrators to justice. 

We have the E-laws to help us deal with evil where women and 

children die needlessly simply because no-one feels empathy 

towards these as they don’t relate to them. This is not based on 

discrimination, no but by the fact that it is human nature to regard 

or ignore those we are not familiar with, etc. 

 

Effective Justice system 

 

Our legal system is based on peremptory international compelling 

laws that have international jurisdiction. This means any crime can 

be tried in any country on earth and by anyone as long as they are 

sworn apparatus to deal with the law and legal system. 

This is different from the current system where evil gets away as 

they are given immunity in other nations or zones, etc. 
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Our system has international jurisdictions even in own country in 

that one will be brought to justice no matter what as long as that 

person is alive. 

Our system will remove all time periods as this is abused as nations 

commit serious crimes in the hope of putting new laws after they 

have carried evil acts and got what they wanted, giving them 

immunity but the same nations become strict to the offenders after 

that law has been passed. Making the offender keep offending citing 

the evil acts of the people purporting to punish such crimes. It's like 

pointing to a log in one’s eye when you have even a bigger log in 

your own eye. That is not good for justice. 

 

Making the law a source of peace and comfort for those who 

seek justice. 

 

We must and are obliged to provide an effective legal system that 

is observed by all and adhered to by all. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF TOMORROW’S 

WORLD ORDER. 

 

Reasons behind the rise of Tomorrow’s World Order. 

 

A lack of an effective system that is not only fit for purpose but also 

up to date and representing all mankind. 

A system that is adhered to by all and is respected and feared by all 

as well. 

The current system has crashed or crashed years ago witnessed by; 

✓ continuous wars, financial crisis; 2008 being the final straw, 

gross moral decadence, 

✓ poor living standards even now for the developed countries, 

poor human rights records globally, global warming and 

climatic change, outbreaks of diseases, development, and 

possession of weapons of mass destruction [WMDs], lack of 

networking and cooperation, 

✓ poor infrastructure globally still to 1980s levels; all these 

points to a system not fit for purpose. 
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Outdated systems that are now obsolete. 

 

In relation to the above point is the fact that the current system is out 

of date because it is no longer observed or adhered to even by the 

owners of the system in that now they ignore and or do not follow 

their own rules choosing to ignore their own courts, judiciary forms, 

and other subsidiary systems. 

 

Stuck in defensive systems of development. 

 

Inferior thinking and lack of foresight have meant that humanity 

remains in the defensive systems where the main rationale is that of 

making cheaper weapons and use the weapons to get all the 

expensive resources like oil through wars, sanctions, invasions, and 

attacks killing thousands of women and children in the process. 

Something we strongly are against. 

 

Lack of a global leader who is unbiased and represent the wishes 

of all mankind. 

 

A leader to lead the way and take humanity out of the defensive 

systems, restoring peace and providing wealth to levels never 

witnessed before. 

 

Stalling of development and a lack of global wealth 

improvement. 

 

The levels of development have not changed since the 1980s the 

developed nations are still developed, and the developing are still 

developing even now with some developed nations showing the 

same signs as those of developing countries showing not just 

stagnating global wealth but declining living standards as well. 

 

A lack of foresight and knowledge to understanding global 
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systems and what is needed to solve global problems. 

 

We have global debt above $244 trillion, we have poverty globally, 

financial crisis, poor wealth levels, above all there is no effective 

platform to tackle global problems. One that provides a way to deal 

with all these issues. 

 

A lack of a universal justice system that is unbiased and 

represent all mankind. 

 

A system that makes sure that the global laws are observed if not 

then punish the violators. A system that provides a clear framework 

of rules, regulations, and laws that safeguards humanity and ensures 

the continuation of humanity. A system and legal framework to 

guide, monitor and control all nations under the sun. A system not 

attached to any country and one that does not represent any country 

but a system that is fair and acts as the global leader. The rationale 

behind this being that a school has a headmaster, a university 

counselor, a country a leader in a Prime Minister, President or 

Councilor, but the globe has no leader. This is the root of all 

problems hence the rise of Tomorrow’s World Order. Even though 

some nations had tried to juggle and take the role of a global leader, 

but national interest has often conflicted with the role of a global 

leader and in some cases with serious consequences taking the 9/11 

for example. I have explained why the elected institutions like the 

UN etc. can never be global leaders. Read; Tomorrow’s World 

Order. 
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CHAPTER 8 

TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER’S AIMS, 

GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES. 
 

Overall global goals. 

Spearhead global growth and wealth to levels never experienced 

before. 

 

To take developed nations to very advanced nations and to take all 

developing countries to the very developed nations and further with 

time. Our system will increase every nation’s and individual wealth 

to levels never seen before. We aim to achieve all this by adopting 

and advancing growth policies and laws. 

That means banning austerity measures globally. We shall provide 

a system that increases growth in all areas exponentially. 

We shall remove everything that hinders, stampedes on or stifle 

growth. We aim to boost the economies of all nations under the sun. 

Living standards must and shall increase as we shall put laws 

defining what is expected and enforce these laws. We have rules that 

will help every nation and those in power to choose policies that will 

increase growth and wealth exponential. 

 

Provide a financial system that focuses on global, national and 

individual wealth. 
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Our system removes the current system by proposing the only way 

to increase growth by increasing the printing of money the only 

thing that increases growth and wealth. We have a method that 

works. 

A method that takes hyperinflation into account and providing the 

only way to increase wealth exponentially taking every nation to 

levels never seen before. We have a holistic approach that will see 

all this take place. Our system works [see our financial plan] and 

will spearhead the growth of national and global wealth to new 

heights. This system will have five or more continuous money 

printing cycles to boost growth and wealth. 

The current system is self-contradictory and the way it is designed 

means for decades there can never be growth. What only happens is 

that period of growth is inevitably followed by a period of decline. 

This is because of the system. The current system emphasizes 

austerity measures; living within your means. People save and don’t 

spend much until the levels where the economy struggles only for 

that government to be ousted out of power. The other party then only 

works to restore the growth and wealth lost until they are taken out 

of power because there is a limit, they can do because of the influx 

of fresh new money is limited. What is happening for eight years on 

average [the period of a party they can be in power] are periods of 

growth followed by decline. Our system eliminates this and replaces 

austerity by a growth drive for say 5 years then another cycle after 

that with one or two years in between where the money is not printed 

but the emphasis here is own trading. We will have our own digital 

currency as well as the fiat that will help all nations tackle 

hyperinflation and increase wealth to new levels. See our money 

plan. In short, we will have our currency the FutureGoldCoin that 

will act as the New Single Reserve Global Currency [NSRGC]. The 

advantage is that we are not tied to any country. Any nation will 

benefit greatly by using our currency as the NSRGC. This is the only 

way to increase national wealth to new levels and increase growth 

and development. We as global leaders will set laws and targets for 
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wealth and growth patterns. Every nation will implement our 5-year 

growth plan that is a blanket-plan globally. As each nation is 

sovereign, they will have the right to print new money. For five 

years all nations on earth will print money as the only true source of 

new money. To fight hyperinflation and other problems with 

printing money we as the global leaders have a Global Reserve Bank 

[GRB]. This is a bank where nations will have to deposit the newly 

printed money in exchange for our universal currency the 

FutureGoldCoin. So, every nation will print their own new money 

and then hands this money to us which we deposit for them in our 

GRB as their deposits or savings. We then give them the equivalent 

of their money in our currency the FutureGoldCoin which is digital. 

They then take this FutureGoldCoin in digital form or fiat depending 

on the stage we are in of development and use in their economy. 

This is to stop over flooding their economy thereby lowering the 

value of the economy and their currency. Instead, their money 

remains valuable and at the same time, they will have savings with 

our bank that earns interest as well. 

First, this empowers all nations and eliminates the need to borrow 

from say the IMF. Secondly, this eliminates any global debt in the 

future. We have a plan for dealing with national and global debt too. 

Every nation will then be able to lower their own currency’s value 

against our FutureGoldCoin to increase exports of their goods. This 

lowering of currency value makes their exports attractive boosting 

exports and increasing their forex base. This has the advantage that 

their economy can increase the production of goods to the highest 

levels to meet the new money in the economy. This fights 

hyperinflation steering growth. The second advantage is that since 

we are independent of any country our NSRGC will not devalue 

their own currency. 

 

The current problems of using the USA’s currency as the Single 

Reserve Global Currency are that;  

First; 
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All countries automatically lose their sovereignty the moment they 

use this currency as a reserve currency. This is because they 

automatically follow whatever the federal authorities set as their 

monetary policies. This automatically makes every nation exists 

only to serve the USA's interests in that in the end only the USA will 

see meaningful growth. All nations will automatically become under 

the USA and the USA alone can increase production and sell to all 

other countries who use their currency. All other nations act as 

markets for the USA to dump all the extra goods created by the new 

money. This makes only the USA print new money viably as a 

means of growth and if others try the same, they suffer economic 

decline. 

 

Secondly; 

All the other countries are left with no alternative but to rely on loans 

and handouts from the USA. The USA can determine who it gives 

loans and handouts through say the World Bank and the IMF and 

making it control the flow of money to its advantage and through 

sanctions as a monetary weapon. Punishing some nations and 

putting demands that steer their growth and demand so they keep 

growing where no other nation will see any meaningful growth. This 

enables the USA to gather all the resources it wants cheaply simply 

by controlling the flow of their money through sanctions etc. 

Creating a hungry situation when it gets what it wants e.g. oil then 

remove the sanctions and might even donate newly printed money 

in $millions or $billions [which is valueless to them as they can 

simply print this in a flash] to the country that was on sanctions to 

increase demand of their goods stimulating demand for their goods 

or of their subsidiary partners. 

 

Thirdly; 

The use of the USA currency globally by all nations as the reserve 

global currency disadvantages the USA itself. This is because the 

USA, in this case, has no other separate currency it can use as a 
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reserve currency. Its normal currency is the same as the reserve 

currency. In other words, they don’t have a reserve currency they 

can manipulate to increase exports and development. They can’t 

lower the currency as what other nations can do. The USA has 

strongly condemned China accusing it of manipulating its currency 

playing dirty taking advantage of the USA, etc. This is untrue and 

even if it’s true, this is not intentional. To China, this is a survival 

strategy. What you must understand is that for China this is a tactic 

to fight hyperinflation and steer growth increasing exports to meet 

the new money. The USA sees this tactic as a cheating part of China 

because the USA no matter what; will always feel cheated by all 

nations because they don’t have a separate reserve currency to do 

the same. So, our system will benefit the USA the most as they can 

do the same as what China is doing if they use our FutureGoldCoin 

as the Reserve Currency as we are not linked to any country. 

 

Increasing wealth exponentially eliminating debt in the process. 

 

Firstly; 

Our financial system eliminates the above issues by empowering 

every nation to be sovereign and never lose that sovereignty. 

Sovereignty means the right to print own money and right to 

determine the course of each nation’s development. That means 

avoiding costly IMF or World Bank loans which emphasizes 

austerity measures hence the stifled growth over the past seventy 

years. Every nation can print its own currency. 

 

Secondly; 

All countries can manipulate our currency to lower the value of their 

currency to boost exports. They can limit the amount of circulating 

currency of our FutureGoldCoin currency by holding our money in 

their country’s reserves. When our money is scarce in their 

economy, this increases the value of our money but lowers the value 

of their local currency against ours. This makes their goods cheaper 
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and this boost exports as more people would buy goods in their 

national currency’s value. This is a positive tool to fight 

hyperinflation. 

 

Thirdly; 

All nations will increase the value of their own people as they print 

money. Whenever a government prints money they owe their 

citizens this newly printed money. But when they borrow money 

through loans from e.g. the World Bank or the IMF, they increase 

the value of external bodies and there is a huge risk as well if they 

default. Our methods ensure that all nations will keep printing new 

fresh money thereby increasing the value of their people. Our 

system will encourage governments to put the people first rather 

than now when the governments prioritize banks in return of names 

and addresses of the defaulters whom they buy into secret captivity 

where they end up illegally tagged and loaded with identifying 

watermarks through viruses and digital agents. The current system 

is to bail-out thieves in terms of banks. The banks stole $billions in 

mis-sold PPI a pre-planned trickery plan and the government in 

exchange for names and addresses bail-out these banks. Imagine the 

CEO of a company embezzling small funds over the years? Do you 

think when caught out he will walk free? Only the banks can steal 

and get away with it. Imagine all the educated cream of society in 

all banks making mistakes that cost the customers $40 billion in PPI 

insurance? Imagine a governed body like a bank that is answerable 

to the Financial Conduct Authority not following their own 

procedures of apply the PPI insurance and the loans that followed 

and still remain licensed when there is proof [in PPI returns in tunes 

of $billions] that they not only mis-sold but tricked everyone and 

promised the government a cut and still getaway? Trust me the 

system is now obsolete useless. Anyway, our system will make it 

mandatory to treat banks as banks government by any laws and not 

some protected-special-privileged entity. This makes banks 

answerable to us and we reward the people who put the government 
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in power in the first place. 

 

The government will and must bail-out the people first. 

 

Fourthly; 

Using our Futuregoldcoin will mean increased wealth of all nations. 

All nations will have what is free and fast money through printing 

the only way life intended. We have a system to tackle issues related 

to the printing of money like the hyperinflation, corruption, 

problems to create manufacturing, to meet the demand created by 

the new money, stagnating economies, flooding the markets, etc. 

Our system will hold every nation’s own money in our Global 

Reserve Bank. Every nation will go from being in debt to having 

global savings. There is always money for everything. Countries can 

buy at market prices the only thing that separates them is their skills 

in manipulating fiscal measures. We as the global leader will and 

must level the playing field. We give every nation on earth a fair 

way to increase wealth to new heights. Our Global Reserve Bank 

will have deposits in all currencies and the countries will get the 

equivalent in our currency that will start as a digital to fight 

hyperinflation. In later stages, this can have a supporting fiat system. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 
 

THE NEW FISCAL SYSTEM 
Every nation will and must have to use two currencies in their 

economies to steer growth. 

 

Their own currency. 

 

We believe in sovereignty and we will not take that away from any 

nation and this means each, and every country has its own currency 

just like now. They can still use their own currency but because of 

the problems of hyperinflation, they MUST use our digital money 

as well. 

 

The FutureGoldCoin. 

 

They must use our FutureGoldCoin; a digital currency. Every nation 

will have to deposit their currency as collateral and in exchange, we 

will give them our own currency the equivalent or percentage of the 

newly printed money. This they must inject into their economy and 

use this for setting prices, etc.  

 

Advantages of using our FutureGoldCoin. 
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The advantages are many; 

✓ They can tackle price fluctuations. 

✓ They can manipulate their own currency to have a 

competitive advantage and steer growth. They can trade 

globally cheaply at lower fees using our money. 

✓ Benefit greatly from the ever-increasing value of our 

FutureGoldCoin. 

✓ Above all our currency will be the New Single Reserve 

Global Currency meaning all nations will have to use this 

currency if they are to print and deal with the hyperinflation. 

✓ That will increase the value of our currency universally 

making it a powerful currency with ever-increasing value. 

✓ To be able to boost exports they must limit circulating supply 

of our money the Futuregoldcoin and if they don’t, they will 

not be able to sell and that can see their businesses and 

companies going out of business because of a lack of 

markets. 

✓ They must limit only circulating supply but must hold a load 

of our money as an investment as well as the value of our 

money will keep rising with every printing of money.  

✓ Holding our money in large quantities but in their reserves 

will lower the value of their currency as compared to our 

Futuregoldcoin. So, exports become cheaper for 

international countries. So, this boosts their economies at the 

same time increasing the value of our currency globally.  

✓ Every nation can trade and buy goods easily as our currency 

will be in use globally that increases trade without worrying 

about the exchange rates, etc. 

✓ Since we will hold all nation's currencies as savings, we can 

easily collect money from every nation say a percentage of 

the deposited savings to stimulate growth and provide 

services each country would not otherwise afford to. 

✓ We can increase global demand and markets; 
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✓ We can increase high-quality infrastructure provisions. 

 

✓ We can create jobs globally as we can elect companies like 

multi-nationals who can say build new airport modern ones 

in areas which are forests now. Every country has land that 

is lying unused somewhere. 

✓ As a global leader and through the Global Reserve Bank we 

can initiate global new city development projects building 

new cities from stretch using this to deal with increased new 

money as the printing of money is continuous with few 

breaks in between. 

✓ We will have enough valuable money to build new cities, 

brand new airports, new roads, schools, etc. in areas that are 

woodlands now. 

✓ This is the only way to increase wealth and quality of life to 

the levels never seen before. No offense to the preservation 

of old buildings, these can remain. The new money is for 

new cities from stretch. 

✓ We through our Global Reserve Bank can link the whole 

globe through effective railway, new airplanes, consider all 

military aircraft converted for private use with everyone 

owning a jet, etc. 

✓ We’ll have the money to pay royalties for clever inventions 

and use some inventions tied say in military-only-circles for 

the benefit of all humanity. 

✓ We will be able to ban getting expensive loans that only act 

to destroy the already accumulated wealth. The IMF and the 

World Bank must adjust or cease to operate with it 

emphasizes Economic structural adjustment programs and 

austerity measures. 

 

Trust as a word of mouth that will revolutionize borrowing and 

the world. 
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Every sovereign nation will have the right to print fresh new money. 

This is central to our system. This means that their word of mouth 

to pay from printed money becomes very solid that just that word 

and the promise to print and pay will be enough collateral for us as 

the world leader to start projects without receiving any money. This 

enables us to build say a city from stretch and complete it in less 

time namely a fraction of what it will take if we were to wait for 

deposits and payment. We can offer any services on being given a 

word of mouth and a promise to pay. This will revolutionize 

development and wealth and living standards. We can build a city 

in months; we have the money and a system that makes that perfect. 

 

Our motto. 

 

Our motto in this area is that only new money can increase wealth 

and growth, and this is not loan-money but only printed fresh 

money. 

 

Our currency as the only New Single Reserve Global Currency. 

 

Nations will use two or more currencies, but it is a must that they 

must use their own currency to gain a competitive advantage as they 

can easily manipulate their own currency to steer growth. Secondly, 

they must use our digital currency the FutureGoldCoin in that this is 

the buffer against hyperinflation. These two are a must but they can 

use their own digital as well as other countries’ currencies, but this 

is discouraged as hyperinflation will destroy that economy. If using 

another countries currency like the US$ as the reserve currency 

problems will persist and this might diminish the growth of one 

country as for example the US might feel cheated, and if this is 

uncontrolled might lead to dirty tricks and or even wars. Our laws 

ban acts that can incite wars or make others think about starting a 

war so to correct the situation. 
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We encourage all nations to use our FutureGoldCoin as the only 

New Single Reserve Global Currency for the sake of peace. 

 

Using our currency as the NSRGC has so many benefits that the 

benefits will outweigh any disadvantages. Our currency which will 

be held in individual nation’s reserves will be the global currency. 

All transactions will be carried out in our currency as the main 

currency. That means fast and cheaper transactions globally. Every 

country to beat hyperinflation must devalue their own country’s 

currency in favor of ours to make their exports cheaper and boost 

exports and local manufacturing of goods and services. They must 

reduce the circulating currency of our currency holding some in their 

own reserves in their country. This is the only way to do it since they 

are printing money using their own money will devalue their money 

and destroy any development. So, they must use our currency as the 

main digital currency to set up prices as prices fluctuate many times 

a day due to the increased demand and circulating money. All of this 

will only increase the value of our money. This will encourage 

holding even more of our money in their reserves. In the end, our 

money will be the most valued. 

The fact that we trade our money with every countries’ currency that 

makes our money the most prominent and widely used and to make 

things even better we don’t belong to any nation, even the US will 

benefit as they can do exactly what China etc. are doing right now 

to make their exports cheaper. 

This eliminates the Beggar-thy-Neighbor, the Triffin Dilemma issue 

and the development of a one big parasite country that relies on all 

other nations being poor in order for it to grow. All countries have 

equal opportunities to accumulate wealth and become a superpower 

through trade and development. We as a global leader level all the 

playing fields for them to realize just that. This, in the long run, will 

work well towards global peace and it encourages competition with 

nations competing with each other increasing wealth and 

development. 
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Nations can manipulate our currency to their own advantage locally 

in a country they can buy e.g. rights to control even our currency to 

their advantage. If one country suffers no other country can be 

dragged with it. 

Our system guarantees wealth to all forever and increased wealth for 

that matter as our money can only increase in value. Above all the 

countries’ wealth will not be lost overnight just because another 

country printed money. Value is guaranteed for a long time. You can 

plan to know that even in the future your wealth is guaranteed and 

secure. Welcome to Tomorrow’s World Order ladies and gentlemen, 

boys and girls. 

Our system provides a robust strong system that is fit-for-purpose 

and safe and eliminates global crises and financial crises like 2008. 

 

First; 

We have laws to deal with unscrupulous nations that rob others 

because they are very educated than others and above all, they are 

the ones who created the current system and it only benefits 

themselves and no one else. Our system levels the playing field 

eliminating loopholes and bottlenecks that stales or can be used to 

crush the system. Our system is for all nations and mankind. The 

rationale behind our system is that of making mankind do what he 

is supposed to do; to be the best and operate above optimal levels. 

I argued in my book: Tomorrow’s World Order that we are not 

operating at our best. For the past 2000 years, we were stuck in the 

defensive system wasting resources using weapons to get all the 

expensive resources we can’t afford in the process, killing innocent 

women and children. But I declared that this is because mankind as 

a whole has failed to think and take guts to do what is right. Instead, 

mankind has chosen the easy simple way; with the resources he had, 

he made weapons and used the weapons to get the expensive 

resources like oil at force through wars, invasions, sanctions, and 

assassinations. But years ago, when mankind had no option and 

lacked new methods to create wealth to levels never seen before that 
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could be justified. But I have devised a method that works and what 

would be the excuse of continuing with cheaper easy methods yet 

the most destructive ones killing innocent yet precious people in any 

given society. 

I declared that there can never be an excuse ever again, I have 

written new laws especially the E-Laws to squash such evil thinking 

with severe punishment most of which that involve death through 

our justice system, of course. This is because such practices are not 

just barbaric and evil but threatens the fabric of any society. If we 

can’t defend these; the women and children, the only people who 

actually need help and to be defended who can we ever defend? So, 

our system provides peace and security for all through the 

elimination of financial crisis, this system empowers every nation to 

afford to buy any resources at market prices. This eliminates 

reliance on fossil fuels like oil as now every nation can afford to 

fund a strong research and development project into alternate 

renewable energy sources. There is money to invest in other areas 

and come up with alternatives in all areas. Instead of sending people 

to war they can make trade deals buying almost anything at market 

prices. Instead of other countries spending their money on defense 

fearing to be attacked causing hardships to their people the main 

reasons used as justification for wars. Instead they can afford to 

correct the issues raised by the rebels who they end up gassing using 

chemical weapons. They can afford to eliminate basic needs the 

main reasons cited by rebels to cause an uprising. Now they can 

form partnerships with the rebels and solve the problems. Now they 

don’t care about the sanctions levied on them. They have the money 

and means to find an alternative. Our laws ban all these dirty tricks. 

No woman and child can die without the people responsible; facing 

our laws. This looks like a perfect system. Even if the country is 

failing, we have their deposits in our Reserve Bank, even if they 

don’t have. All we need from them is their word and promise to 

settle the debt through a cheaper guaranteed way; simply printing 

their own currency which we can hold for them as collateral and 
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even give them our currency the FutureGoldCoin to use. Everyone, 

in the end, is richer and in a better position even if they are 

bottlenecks and problems, we might not see we have enough money 

from all countries in our Global Reserve Bank to do something 

about it. Above all we are sovereign too in our own right. 

We have the power and money to build cities from stretch we shall 

build fast and take humanity to another level of life. In the end, our 

plans are to take all humanity to Networking and Cooperation stage 

where we are all one big people working together to improve 

humanity. You waste time fighting and creating boundaries when a 

lot still waits to be discovered and achieved wasting resources on 

the military to kill each other? Humanity? 
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TOMORROW'S WORLD 

ORDER 
 

A New Chapter 

A New Beginning 

 

YOUR FUTURE YOUR SAY!! 
 

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? JOIN US NOW!! 
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CHAPTER 10 
 
 

OUR PARTY MANIFESTO 
 

Wages and Salaries. 

 

Banning of taxes on income is a major step towards empowering 

everyone. The money you work hard for is all yours. You get all the 

money but you might find a small percentage taken towards personal 

government-held savings account one which they will use to assess 

eligibility and how much in loans etc. they can give you depending 

on a number of years worked which are to be regarded as 

contributions to the economy. This contribution can and might be 

doubled or tripled by the government depending on other criteria. 

This will only be used to assess and view this as collateral to be held 

so that they can release loans to you in case you are in difficulties. 

In no circumstances can savings be used for debt, etc. 

 

New laws to put a safety net to protect savings and wealth. 

 

Wages and salaries will increase ideally cumulatively in that your 

salary must increase continuously in relation to time and not 

experience alone, etc. A certain percentage must be added to your 
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wages and salaries say quarterly and in the end on a monthly basis. 

This is because goods and services increase more often. In our 

system, the value for money of goods and services will increase all 

the time that means prices might go up more often to match the 

value-added so wages and salaries must go up regardless of every 

quarter after some time monthly to reflect inflation. There must be 

a time when salaries and wages [as a proportion] will go up every 

month. 

 

Savings. 

 

I have already dealt with savings. Wealth and its creation the main 

cornerstone of our system must be protected, safeguarded, 

maintained and increased all the time to levels never dreamt of. So, 

savings play a central role in that, savings must be protected as 

mandatory. The government has a duty to protect individual savings 

no matter what. Savings must not be used for servicing debt, etc. 

The idea is to generate new money to pay for everyday consumables 

etc. and expenditure. We have new laws and a system that forbids 

debt and encourages a country’s saving account. Likewise, we shall 

put new laws or encourage individual nations to put laws to protect 

already accumulated wealth. The government must view themselves 

as there to serve the people. This means bailing-out people through 

loans that can be given through the individual savings account held 

by the government. 

The government instead of national insurances will collect savings 

money from wages which they will deposit into an individual’s 

personal savings account which they shall hold. The person has no 

access to the money until it reaches a certain level or when the 

person reaches a certain age. The government collects money from 

your wages and doubles or triples this money and in the end, the 

person will have access to this account. Whatever has been collected 

of the life span can and must be doubled or tripled by the 

government. In case of financial crises this account and its balance 
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point to the government the level and amount of loan that can be 

offered in case the money is needed. The money remains with the 

government but used as collateral if it has not reached a certain level 

or if the person has not reached a certain age. 

 

Governments to bail-out the people and not banks. 

 

The government must not wait for the savings to be destroyed first 

in order to intervene. Local people of any country will be educated 

to seek government help etc. if they are in a difficult situation and if 

they have worked continuously for years, these savings can act as a 

collateral account. Wealth at the end of life must remain with the 

family and no government can claim and take the wealth of the 

deceased. Efforts to be carried out to hand the wealth to the close 

and even distant relatives as long as they are related. Donations of 

savings to charities and government bodies etc. e.g. hospitals are 

banned. We don’t like a situation where people save-themselves to 

get the wealth, then when they get the wealth they realize that they 

run out of time and are all wrinkly and now they feel as if they have 

wasted their lives and give away the money to hospitals or charities 

who in most cases have robbed their youths for a monetary gain 

depriving them things when they have able-bodied only to die when 

they expect to enjoy their money. Guilty and shame making them 

give away this money even in some cases when they have families. 

This is wrong we consider this as grooming and if proven 

governments, institutions and charities can and might face criminal 

charges. We believe this wealth must be passed to future 

generations. The current system encourages cycles of wealth 

followed by those of poverty and the cycle is repeated again, and 

again. The current system encourages the accumulation of wealth 

over a long period and only to lose that in a short period through a 

crisis, death or illness. Since most can be manipulated and the fact 

that most developed governments illegally tag or chip their citizens 

at birth, we regard it is and must be illegal for these governments 
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and institutions to benefit. The existence of secret eugenics still in 

practice makes the whole system questionable and as such only 

banning these practices will benefit all. It is wrong for governments 

and it’s institutions like the teaching hospitals the same people 

grooming the people who end up dead to do that for money illegal. 

We don’t want cases where children have to take the government, 

charity or hospital to the court regarding wealth left by their parents. 

It is wrong. Savings belong and must stay within the family who 

might suffer the same disease due to genetic makeup so better 

cushion these rather than benefit the government who might have 

overused a radiation-emitting device with GPS properties the real 

trigger of the deceased’s death. Criminal charges where it can be 

proved that the deceased was hacked and chipped by the government 

illegally or not without consent. No consent can be given by 

someone under the age of sixteen years without a parent, a guardian, 

etc. 

Wealth in property and land. New laws to protect property and land. 

No repossession for a certain period and the government to use the 

collected savings to bail-out individuals using this account as 

collateral. New rules to safeguard property rights etc. Banning of all 

taxes on individual property when buying property taxes can only 

apply when selling the property for profits. The buying process 

should not include any taxes, especially if it is the only property for 

the family. The situation can change if it is a second house or buying 

to resale when already possessing another property. More powers to 

own and possess property and land. All young couples to be backed 

by the government to own property and land of their own. The 

government must use the collected savings [instead of national 

insurance] to assess affordability and suitability for mortgages and 

loans, etc. 

People who work often will have paid more into the savings account 

even if you have a lot of years in which they can contribute. The 

government to match or even double and triple this balance. The 

government must offer mortgages and long-term loans as long as 
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these are for ownership of property and land. Mind you there will be 

enough printed money and the government must find ways of 

putting this money to use and this is one of those uses. For a small 

profit just to make the system fair and encourage good practices 

must offer mortgages and loans for a profit over time. Printing 

money will generate surplus money in the economy and our system 

acknowledges that the government must use this money to empower 

its people and increase, maintain and even increase further the 

wealth. The money must be put to good use otherwise the system 

will crash. Our system will encourage the huge infrastructure 

development making new cities from stretch. So new houses will 

replace the current dilapidated houses with poor building materials 

and energy-efficient properties. Modern buildings will save energy 

etc. and be fit for purposes. Quality will play a huge role. Provide 

high quality and people are more likely to pay more than normal. 

Banning of taxes, duties on property buying, etc. and even some 

selling if selling to upgrade must be exempt from government taxes. 

 

Taxes and our system. 

 

We aim to abolish taxes on income. The reasons now why 

governments collect taxes is because they have no other ways of 

raising income for maintaining services and to be able to provide 

services and build new infrastructure. To Tomorrow’s world Order 

we think the current system is a mistake even though this is vital for 

the current system. Our system eliminates the need to collect taxes. 

All income will be free from all taxes. Yes, no taxes at all. We give 

back the people their money. Most of these people work very hard 

for their money only for the government to take all. We are against 

that. What you work for is all yours. We are going to abolish taxes, 

but people will still pay a small percentage towards an individual-

national-savings account. The current national insurance 

contribution will be used for a person’s government savings 

account. All money deducted will be used to increase the balance of 
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your government-held-savings account. You will not have access 

until at a certain age but it’s all yours and the government will not 

take any and after the date might match what you have deposited as 

a refund of the ‘I owe you’ principle generated by it printing the new 

money. We shall make it a law that a percentage of the printed 

money is credited to each individual. Say, for example, a 0,001 

percentage of printed money is given to each citizen as a share 

percentage and the equivalent recorded against that person. Over the 

years when that person gets into debt and can’t pay that person must 

not use their savings to pay for the debt. 

 

Savings once again to be protected by the law. 

 

Instead, that person can approach the government and against this ‘I 

owe you’ balance claim, a loan or help with mortgage together with 

the money deducted as towards a national savings account will 

determine the amount that can be given by the government. 

The government must view a certain percentage of the loaned 

money or mortgages as lost as in depreciation circles. A certain 

percentage must be considered as already lost from the beginning. 

Say as an example. Forty percent of all borrowed money must be 

considered as lost and a ‘depreciation-like amount is set aside to 

account for that lost money. The idea is to increase the chances of 

everyone to accumulate wealth. But whatever a person can payback 

as part of the ‘lost’ money is welcome. If a person borrows $100 and 

can afford to repay all $100 that will be great but if they can pay e.g. 

back only $60, this is also good because at the start the government 

has set aside from the newly printed money $40 to act as lost -

depreciated money’. In this case, the government will not have 

suffered any loss and the debt can be easily written off. The idea 

here as well is to fight individual, national and global debt and 

making the system realistic and not like the current system where 

global debt has risen to above $244 trillion. The system is now 

obsolete hence our super system. 
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The system encourages working by the people but in a smarter way. 

There are incentives to go to work and better to start your own 

business as this will increase your collateral that means increased 

borrowing power and the better you will benefit assuming that for 

every hundred dollars you borrow if you meet a certain good 

standing character you will need to pay back only 60% of the funds. 

Working and employment will increase your assets being held by 

the government which it can use as collateral to give you loans, 

mortgages, etc. 

 

How then will the government generate tax-equivalents? 

 

No governments will collect income tax. Instead, all governments 

will print money to act just like the previously collected tax money. 

They can withdraw the equivalent of some of this money from our 

Global Reserve Bank. They can print this money and deposit all or 

a percentage with us where we offer our FutureGoldCoin 

equivalents that they can use to fund things they would normally 

fund with tax money. In turn, they can allocate a certain percentage 

of their deposit to us Tomorrow’s World Order where through our 

multi-nationals we can provide such services they would normally 

pay with tax-sums of money. If it’s for a new railway line, they can 

pay the multinationals or simply tell us what percentage of their 

deposit, we can use for providing this. They can simply withdraw 

money from us and do this on their own. We are not taking 

government responsibilities from them. We are simply providing a 

faster and cheaper way to see projects that would be normally done 

in years be done in months if not weeks. Through our Global 

Reserve Bank Development package. 

 

Tomorrow’s World Order’s Global Reserve Bank Development 

Project [GRBDP]. 

 

We represent all nations and we will work for their best interests 
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unlike bodies like the World Bank that are there just to collect and 

remove surplus money from the economy our GRBDP aims to 

provide fast and highest quality infrastructure and services globally. 

We aim to employ multinational companies in all areas who will 

build a city in months instead of years. They will have powers to 

buy land and or get permission through us to start huge projects 

creating jobs and offering supply and demand due to increased 

money. Printing money means a high demand as the people have the 

money to buy things and a quick way of providing high-quality 

services and infrastructure is a must. Why now countries fail using 

the printing money method is that they increase the money supply 

without equivalent high-quality infrastructure to match. People 

would not pay high prices for the infrastructure in place most of 

which have been there for decades. But if you build a new city from 

the stretch with modern expensive building people would pay high 

prices so the system is maintained because there is an equally 

expensive infrastructure or service to match and maintain the 

balance. Our huge multinationals will be able to build a rail network 

fast and increase the prices of the new system and not of the old 

system. The current system increases money and expect people to 

pay high prices for the poor dilapidated and out-of-date 

infrastructure or services. Human nature denies this, and people 

keep the money and the system will collapse as no one will pay for 

such services. 

We can provide such services fast at a discount as we already hold 

their services and, in most cases, to fight hyperinflation, we can 

provide the services with nothing to pay now say pay in five years, 

etc. The ability of the government through its sovereign status will 

make us take a word for them to pay as collateral. The system relies 

on Trust and because of the sovereignty of all nations, we can take 

their word for it. 

 

A word of mouth becomes more solid and valuable than gold the 

way it is intended. 
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Why should they not pay-up when they can print in a flash? For now, 

to get a loan, you must have a good debt record and some assets like 

government bonds, etc. Our system can establish faith and trust as it 

was originally intended had the principles of global wealth and 

governance have been best understood. 

 

Trust as a deposit something that will revolutionize borrowing. 

 

Our system makes borrowing fast and safe as nations can borrow 

from Tomorrow’s World Order huge loans against only a word of 

printing and depositing this money with us. The current system does 

not allow that in that heavy printing will only devalue that currency 

leading to the crashing of the system. But our system ensures that 

the value is maintained as the new money is deposited in savings 

accounts with our Global Reserve Bank. So, all a government need 

is the promise to print and pay us at a future date taking into 

consideration inflation, etc. and the promise to deposit the amount 

with us and pay over years. There is trust again in the system in that 

we can, without doubt, believe that to be true. Their money will still 

be valuable to us in years to come. We can initiate the projects right 

away without even receiving a cent from the nation concerned this 

just being built on trust and a system that encourages that. 

Development is faster we can build brand new modern airports, 

cities, megapolises, buildings, railways, new planes, connecting the 

whole world fast in months if not weeks as we have the resources 

something that a government or nation can take years to build and 

accomplish. So, our system simplifies everything. Above all this 

eliminates the need for big lenders like the USA having to make and 

possess nuclear weapons to use as their guarantee that they will get 

back their loaned-money the main reason or justification used for 

the few nations to make and keep nukes. We will only take their 

word for it and above all, they might have already deposited a certain 

percentage in our Global Reserve Bank that we can use as collateral. 
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As long as they are sovereign, we will know they will fulfill their 

obligation and pay us. This is the only way to increase wealth to 

levels we can only dream of. Using the same system or thinking we 

can offer cheaper loans or simply money that can be used for what 

would have been used with the tax money. 

 

Dealing with the individual, national and global debt. 

 

We have a system in place that is against the debt of any kind which 

will grow to unmanageable levels. We from the start will try to 

negotiate all debt and encourage everyone to do the same. Incentives 

are given to clear current debt and encouraging those owed to reduce 

and write off the debt. No point keeping debt for decades you are 

sure that will never be paid. We shall and must treat debt as a 

depreciating asset just like a car that depreciates with time. So 

initially one loan provider, a bank, a nation or institution will have 

to make provisions for the defaulted value that is lost loans due to 

non-payments. The percentages must be high. If the government 

maybe 50% should be set aside for the bad debt. So, you will only 

expect back 50% of the money loaned out. So initially you set aside 

a provision for bad debt with 50% of the money deposited into this 

debt account. So, if a person fails to pay the 50% the money is 

transferred from this provisional account to the loan account to make 

the balance initially loaned out. 

It is our responsibility to contact and deal with debt encouraging 

writing off of this debt, especially if the debt is of a certain age. The 

older the debt, the lower the value of that debt. We assume that over 

the years the value of the debt has depreciated and therefore written 

off. Say all debt over, for example, ten years if loans, etc. can be 

reduced, negotiated or written off. This is not the loans’ duration. 

This is the debt that has not been paid after the agreement was 

canceled due to nonpayment. This does not apply to loans to be 

repaid in 20 years, etc. This is only when a person can’t pay back 

such loans. We aim to free people from debt, so they are able to save 
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and accumulate wealth after that. 

There shall never be a consideration of debt after the writing off has 

expired. The writing-off period must and shall never be more than 

two years. After that, a person can and will start afresh. But this can 

be related to the amount of the written-off debt. The more the debt 

the more the waiting or writing-off period. Once the debt is written 

off the government is not to hassle and harass the individual that 

once was in debt nor will they secretly enslave that person by getting 

him or her tagged illegally so that they can intimidate, torture or 

degrade inhumanly that person. Severe punishment to nations doing 

this holding everyone to ransom offering illegal loans to hold the 

people and control them. 

Nor will we monitor their activities after that. Over the first five 

years, nations are expected to be debt-free and with huge savings in 

our Global Reserve Bank. That will eliminate global, national and 

individual debt. We will negotiate all global debt and or buy out this 

debt so that all nations start afresh for the new system to take effect. 

 

Tax and infrastructure maintenance. 

 

Our system acknowledges that there won’t be a need to collect taxes 

from the income of people. Since we are printing money and to drive 

the economy new money will be printed for activities current dealt 

with the tax money. Money for tax purposes is printed and sent to a 

certain tax account and there is no need to deposit this with us, 

Tomorrow’s World Order in our Global Reserve Bank. This money 

is fresh money and can be injected directly into the economy where 

it is needed. This is the money used for salaries, wages, servicing of 

infrastructure and other daily activities. The level of service they 

provide will determine how much they will collect as service level 

fees. Individuals will still have to pay for services say government 

buildings, houses, services, facilities, etc., transport systems, etc. 

The fee to be paid will be in relationship to the quality. We as 

Tomorrow’s World order shall introduce a value for the service 
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system in that for services and infrastructure that meets a certain 

grade the government or responsible body can charge a higher fee. 

So, the better the quality the higher the money they can collect. We 

shall vet and grade services and infrastructures so every nation, city 

or council can set their own prices according to the quality of the 

services. Those who do not meet certain levels will be dragged to 

our justice system to be punished. It is illegal to provide poor 

standards of services and infrastructure. 

 

Source of money for maintaining services and infrastructure. 

 

Our aim is to continuously provide services and high-quality 

infrastructure all the time and the only secure guaranteed source is 

through a percentage of the printed money. The current issues are 

that money collected is reinvested into service provisions just like 

the current political system this is wrong in that the money plowed 

back into the maintenance is dependent on the quality of service. 

That means for decades you will never increase the funds over a 

certain percentage of the money raised. Even if it’s 90% of the 

collected money is plowed back into maintenance, this is related to 

the money paid for the service. This can only mean the same or 

slightly better standards over the years. Our system relies on a 

percentage of printed money to be used for the maintenance of 

infrastructure and services. This percentage will grow annually 

which means there is always money for maintenance not related to 

the amount they charge for the service nor on how much is collected. 

This can only mean increased quality of services. This system means 

any collected money can be used to spicy up further the 

infrastructure and service provision as the collected money is extra 

money that can be plowed back. 

 

Role of the government in relation to wealth. It is a mandatory duty 

of a government or nation to serve their people as per our new laws. 

Every government exists to serve its people. This means aiming to 
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increase the wealth of its people. Every time a government prints 

new fresh money it owes its people. This derives from the laws of 

bookkeeping where a balance must have a debit and a credit 

transaction. Printing new money increases the value of people. So, 

the government must protect the value and wealth of the people. The 

government has a mandatory obligation to protect the wealth of its 

people. They must safeguard savings and people’s investments. 

Every care must be taken to protect the wealth of the people. The 

economy is designed in such a way that it must print money and put 

this money in the economy. This increases growth and demand and 

there will come a time when the new money will increase activities 

that require even more money from the people. At one point the 

money in the economy will shrink and the people will find 

themselves unable to pay e.g. to repay for loans, mortgages, etc. at 

this stage it is the government’s duty to act and bail-out the people. 

The current system waits until the people have used up their savings 

and lost everything even then the current system priorities the banks 

and would rather bail-out the banks than ordinary people. 

Our system will make it a mandate to bail-out the people through 

cheaper loans, mortgages, etc. directly offered by the government or 

on behalf of the government. The rationale behind such bailout is 

that initially when the government printed the new money it created 

an ‘I owe you’ to its people. This is now the time to pay that ‘I owe 

you note’ by bailing-out the people through cheaper loans and 

mortgages, etc. These loans and mortgages will have to be written-

off or a percentage of this written off over a time period. A 

government can use a merit scheme to write off these loans for those 

who might find it hard to pay off the loans. It is a crime for 

governments to let their people lose their own savings when it comes 

to help and bail-out the people. This will see continuous increases 

in wealth. The current system lets people save over the years and 

only to lose everything in a flash and then to start again. 

 

Our systems and savings. 
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We advocate for an increase in global wealth to levels never seen 

before. The current system lets people save money over the years 

for the savings to be destroyed in a flash and the whole process 

started again. Our system put laws and regulations to avoid that. 

Savings will be protected by our laws. The government in cases of 

the crisis must provide a rescue package. Cases like as in the 2008 

financial crisis are against what we stand for. Governments must act 

proactively and print new money to deal with debt especially if 

widespread as in 2008. Already accumulated wealth must be 

protected. For over 200 years humanity has been growing wealth at 

low levels and only this to be destroyed. Our system shall and must 

take wealth levels to new heights. We have laws to protect wealth 

as governments must: protect savings, bail-out citizens instead of 

bailing-out banks, offer cheaper easily available loans and 

mortgages, to write off debt or buy-out this debt to write it off at a 

later date; must always recognize as being there to serve the people 

and this means do everything in its power to increase wealth, protect 

the wealth already obtained, intervene to save the people and not to 

wait until there is a crisis, put laws punishing rather than licking 

corrupt banks and institutions, eliminate bureaucracy that stifles 

anything that helps wealth accumulation, must always use the ‘I owe 

you’ generated by the printing of new money to do things that 

enhance the wealth and living standards of its people. 

 

Governments must put things in place to ensure the continuous 

accumulation of wealth. 

 

Empower every human being and increase national and personal 

wealth to levels never achieved or dreamt of before. 

We are against austerity measures and will not accept the current 

system as the best we can achieve. We as Tomorrow’s World Order, 

strongly believe that we are working way-below our optimal or best 

levels. There is room for growth, and we have the system, laws, 
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rules, and regulations to boost the wealth of every nation and human 

being to levels only dreamt of. Our system works and we shall put 

laws to punish nations who practice austerity measures at the 

expense of their people. We as Tomorrow’s World Order strongly 

believe that all governments exist only to serve the people. The 

current system gives a lot of power to the government who in turn 

makes laws that suppress the people who elected them in power in 

favor for example of other institutions like banks. This is wrong. 

Governments must bail-out the people and not banks as the current 

thinking. Banks steal literally from the people and are given 

immunity by the governments who gain also as they buy the 

people’s rights and freedom of all those who defaulted getting these 

tagged and controlled to drive the government services and 

institutions speaking of modern-day slavery and gross human rights 

abuses. 

 

JOIN US TODAY LET US WRITE A NEW 

CHAPTER 
 

The government has a duty to make sure that wealth is passed 

from generation to generation. 

 

The current system is unfair and discourages the wealth to be passed 

from generation to generation. One generation works very hard for 

years accumulating wealth which they will all lose to the 

government. This is wrong and must be corrected. Wealth must be 

continuously be passed on from one generation to the other. Our aim 

is to increase wealth to levels never seen before and the current 

system robes hard-working generations by keeping the wealth that 

is unclaimed as lost possibly as relatives die too. That can encourage 

the government to illegally tag and deliberately kill those very rich 

whose wealth they can end up inheriting. That can explain the 

secretive eugenics movements that are used as reasons to deny 
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certain people the ability to have their own children. Therefore, our 

system bans; the passing of wealth unclaimed to the government 

after all relatives had died. 

It is and will be illegal to donate your wealth to the government or 

to a charity. Many people work very hard all their life accumulating 

wealth and only to die of a disease and then donate all their wealth 

towards that disease. We stand against this because if this helped 

over the past seventy years, we will have achieved a lot to eradicate 

such diseases but even now the diseases then are still the same 

diseases killing people now. So, we ban donations to any institutions 

like the hospitals of terminally ill people to other government 

institutions and charities of one’s wealth. This is a law and is illegal 

and most people who donate in their last days of death do so when 

they are weak and have suffered dementia etc. and weaken by the 

havoc of diseases that they would end up giving away their wealth 

towards a disease that killed them neglecting their families, etc. No 

individual wealth to be donated to organizations and the 

government. All wealth must and will remain in the family of the 

deceased. If no relatives are found even, then no funds will and must 

end up in the government coffers instead this is the money that can 

be distributed for good cause to charities and only if there is no 

suitable relative. Our reasoning is this. If a person has families and 

disease kills that person giving money to charities or government 

who have taken money for the past seventy years still with no 

tangible results is a waste of precious money. We acknowledge that 

relatives have a chance of suffering the same disease etc. due to 

genes and it will be sound thinking to leave all wealth with relatives 

giving them a better chance of fighting the disease. We believe that 

the current system encourages the government to employ dirty 

tactics making sure that they will benefit in the end from the wealth 

when the person dies. The fact that most people since the 1940s are 

illegally tagged at birth without consent and the same medical 

devices designed to protect them; becoming the ones used to kill 

them directly or indirectly through radiation as they use radiation 
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and GPS properties, etc. This can be regarded as grooming by the 

governments for a price; the wealth when all die and the radiation 

making most infertile so as not to leave offspring. We don’t reward 

wrongdoing and as such, it is against our laws even if the person is 

willing to donate their wealth or part to charity or government. Our 

laws will take effect and care to be taken to look for relatives even 

distance relatives as long as they can prove a relationship to the 

deceased. In no circumstances will the government take unclaimed 

wealth. This is the money that will fund good causes in cases where 

there are no close or distant relatives found. 

 

Increase life’s longevity and improve the quality of life.  

Our aim is to prolong life in the youth stages and improve the quality 

of life. Research and development to spearhead the drive to improve 

life. The current system encourages government and leaders to make 

all kinds of dirty-weapons; viral, digital and recently cyber weapons 

that are used as watermarks on people say a form of protection, etc. 

in other countries causing severe deformities and alignments, in the 

end, killing these people. Some countries buy loans and mortgages 

defaulters from banks by bailing-out banks and then use watermarks 

in the form of viral and digital agents to control and monitor….. 

 

DON'T LEAVE THINGS TO CHANCES TAKE 

CONTROL. YOUR FUTURE YOUR SAY! 

 
….sentence or other punishment. In the end, people end up being 

framed, and the method used as a tool to control the people. We as 

Tomorrow’s World Order strongly are against the making of bio-

engineered, digital or cyber weapons for any reason. We stand 

against the loading of humans with any of these for any reason being 

it watermarks, etc. Some countries still practice secret eugenics 

watermarking their people with deadly viruses as a way of 

preserving these and their way of life, but all this is leaving their 
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people with gross health issues lowering the life span and the quality 

of life. Our aim and goals are to increase life span through research 

and development, education and our justice system. Funding must 

be set aside to find how we can prolong life in youth and improve 

the quality of life. It is illegal to load people with harmful agents; 

viral, bio-engineered or digital, etc. Chipping of people with secret 

devices that are remotely operated for any reason is banned simply 

because these uses and emits radiation that kills. Any such an act is 

regarded as a murder act. It is as good as killing that person so stiff 

sentences, especially where governments illegally and secretly 

especially at birth implant these Medical Implanted Devices that are 

remotely operated with GPS properties. Very stiff sentences to 

governments who do this especially to certain racial groups like the 

mixed-races where they are controlled remotely through the local 

councils and other government apparatus like the teaching hospitals 

and police where they are abused remotely through electromagnetic 

stimulation where an electrode is inserted at birth and a rotary 

propeller used to control behavior, etc. We strongly are against 

human hacking because the aim of a hacker is to change, modify, 

damage, control, and in the end cause malfunctions. So, a hacker 

who is in effect a torturer is worse than a slave trader and a killer 

hence our death punishment laws against human hacking. See in 

Filártiga v. Peña-Irala, it was noted that; Indeed, for purposes of civil 

liability, the torturer has become like the pirate and slave trader 

before him Hostis Humani Generis, an enemy of all mankind. 

Our laws, rules, and regulations take a holistic approach to improve 

life and the quality of life as well as providing a framework to 

protect a nation’s or individual’s life through the right to self-

defense. New laws banning wars that kill most innocent women and 

children. Banning invasions that lower quality of life and threatens 

the lives of innocent people. Banning the viewing of women’s and 

children’s lives as collateral damage. Banning acts that interfere 

with quality of life. Poor infrastructure provisions can see the 

government and councils be punished by our system. Banning 
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reliance on fossil fuels that pollute the air we breathe lowering the 

life-span and quality of life. Banning poor housing materials etc. 

Establishing minimum standards globally. Bring some governments 

to justice for prioritizing the economy’s balance sheet at the expense 

of their people. 

 

Take humanity out of the defensive stages of development. 

 

The defensive stage has become obsolete now evidenced by a lack 

of major global wars and now it is a huge waste to invest huge sums 

in the military and in defense. Above all, we as Tomorrow’s World 

Order strongly believe that even if the defensive stage was and is 

still relevant, the weaponry is now obsolete. A few countries are 

making cyber, digital weapons, etc. that can wipe-out all humanity 

without even going to war or using current weaponry. So, investing 

in weaponry is a waste especially considering that $1,7 trillion per 

year [2017] is being channeled on weapons manufacturing and the 

military at the expense of other areas. Humanity cannot afford to be 

stuck in the defensive stages where the thinking is to make weapons 

cheaper and then use these weapons to gather the more expensive 

resources like oil cheaper through force, wars, sanctions, invasions, 

elimination of leadership of countries with oil resources, and dirty 

tricks, etc. For 2000 years mankind has been doing the same thing 

we are saying that is not only obsolete and wrong but barbaric as 

well and a crime to be punished harshly through our justice system. 

We as the global leader has a mandatory duty to take all nations out 

of the defensive stages of development. We will ban all things 

making humanity be stuck in defensive stages; these include wars, 

weapons manufacturing, possession, selling, and dealings, etc. We 

shall ban reliance on fossil fuels the trigger for most global wars. 

We shall ban sanctions and other dirty tricks. 

 

Health 
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Health is important on its own and central to our policies as we aim 

to prolong life and improve quality of life. We have goals to take 

life and wealth to new levels never achieved before. The private -

individual-government held savings account to act as a health 

collateral account. People don’t pay tax and national insurance 

instead they contribute towards their personal savings account held 

by the government. The rate initially can be a single figure 

percentage of their wages which is collected and deposited into their 

savings account. This is used as a way to assess the amount to 

provide loans etc. health insurance or cover, mortgages, etc. but 

most importantly this will act as collateral for health cost. They are 

expected to deposit a certain amount into this account to qualify for 

free health. The idea is to make people contribute to a lesser extend 

to things that matter to them the most that way there is a sense of 

responsibility on their part to contribute and act and live healthily. 

The government is responsible to provide health for those who have 

contributed to the savings account. A scheme can be in place to 

encourage savings to be channeled to this government-held savings 

account. We want a system where people contribute even a small 

part to the things that are central to them. This as well ensures that 

the government is not tempted to try to watermark the people 

making viruses, bio-engineered or digital ones as a fee for free 

service provisions while testing these on people. The countries 

where there is a free health system these countries have secret 

watermarking of people, etc. related to eugenics movements and to 

safeguard and preserve the people and most are conservatives. These 

governments make viruses in all forms, bio-engineered or now 

digital which are used to control and even test viruses on these 

people. So be careful about what is free. As long as they have for 

example $1000 in their government-held savings account they are 

entitled to free health. The governments don’t take their hard-earned 

money in taxes, but we encourage everyone to contribute to their 

savings account until there is at least $1000 balance. This is their 

money the government will keep until the amount has reached a 
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certain amount, for example, $10 000 or if the person has reached a 

certain age where they have an excess to that savings account. This 

savings account will act as collateral for the government to provide 

a lot of everything health, loans, mortgages, certain housing, etc. I 

believe in free health for all, but we need people to show they 

understand that life is central to everything we stand for and this 

means everyone doing something about things that are critical for 

their survival. I don’t want to see exchanges associated with free 

things. There are no free things in life. People tend to take care if 

they contribute towards the issue. If life matters a $1000 means 

nothing and sacrificing this towards one’s savings account will work 

to motivate the people to live healthily as well. Most free service has 

always had a catch. Better save the $1000 which is yours in the end 

anywhere and avoid being loaded with viral watermarks in exchange 

for the free service. I encourage accountability and responsibility. I 

want to build people that have high self-esteem. A people who 

understand that free things are not free. To me, free things represent 

doing nothing. If we do nothing, we are never going to achieve 

anything. If we do nothing, we are never going to increase our self-

esteem. Imagine a body not exercised or trained that body has many 

issues in the long run than when a person walks a day a few miles, 

minutes, etc. contributing to the things that matter. The $1000 acts 

as a reminder as well for people to act to live healthily. The health 

is free for all but a deposit of $1000 guarantees everyone excesses 

to free health. 

Those who can’t afford etc. can simply get free health as long as 

they can prove they can’t. But this must be compulsory to all with 

those who can afford to encourage to do so but still in possession of 

its savings account. The government will pay for everything because 

our policies are to save wealth and for this to remain in the family. I 

believe the health sector and your governments have become 

trickery and devious using illegal hacking at birth to gain a 

competitive advantage and control the destiny of people making 

people save wealth only to lose all in a flash. We advocate for the 
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preservation of wealth within the family. The free health care 

policies have left people exposed to abuse and grooming by the 

teaching hospitals. Treated as cash-cows to be harvested losing 

everything in a flash and some ending up donating all their wealth 

to hospitals and charities, etc. 

When it comes to health, I think health insurance is not good for the 

majority instead the government must use the savings account to 

collect the savings from pay and then get health insurance to all its 

citizens itself but offer health to all using this savings account as 

collateral. Using these savings account then provides enough money 

to cover health costs. The government can pay for all health costs as 

long as the cost doesn't exceed a certain amount as an example say 

$10 000. If the cost exceeds that, then the government pays says 

95% if above say $15 000 the government pays only 90%, etc. The 

balance say 5% if cost exceeds $10 000 and 10% if cost exceeds $15 

000 is debited to the savings account to reduce the balance but after 

5 years had elapsed, the amount is credited back as the money is 

written off by the government as long as the person has kept 

contributing towards the savings account. 

Our policies aim and put a mandatory requirement on the 

government to do everything it can to save the wealth already in the 

hands of the people. The government must directly be responsible 

for the payment of the health of its people. Those who can afford to 

go private can but are still required to contribute towards the savings 

account with the government. For most no one shall lose the already 

wealth accumulated when they become sick, etc. 

 

Education 

 

Free education for all with university fees paid by the government. 

There are many policies and underlying principles to cover but this 

volume will cover these fundamental principles only. 
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INSIGHT 

 

What is the purpose of life? What are we to do here on earth as 

humans? What have we done so far as humans and is that all we 

can do? Have we operated at our expected best over the centuries? 

If not, why and what are we missing? Is this what is expected of 

humankind? What can we do as a people to achieve that? What has 

gone wrong and why? I personally think that humanity has failed 

simply because, for the past 2000 years, we have gone in a circle 

round and round but without achieving anything. We are still stuck 

in the ‘medieval ages.’ We have lacked superior thinking over the 

past 2000 years. Why? One might ask. Fear. That thing called fear 

has controlled every aspect of mankind. Will you be surprised to 

find out that over the past 2000 years mankind was and still is in 

the defensive stages of development? Defensive stages? 
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OUR AIMS AND OBJECTIVES IN SHORT; 
 

✓ To provide strong leadership to the whole globe. 

✓ To provide a guiding, spearheading and an overseeing role 

in that we act as a catalyst to speed up and lead processes 

necessary and fundamental to global growth, peace and 

security. 

✓ To provide a foundation and framework that lays the laws, 

rules, and regulations to be followed and adhered to by all 

mankind under the sun. 

✓ To provide rules and regulations to be followed by all 

nations and institutions. 

✓ To lay down rules, monitor these, enforce these and bring 

perpetrators to justice. 

✓ To provide a legal and justice system that is effective 

globally for the sake of the rule of law, upholding the rules 

regarding all humanity. 

✓ To write and amend global laws to be adhered to by all 

nations and all humanity. 

✓ To act as guiding leaders to all global leaders advising and 

acting on behalf of all global leaders for the sake of global 

peace and wealth. 

✓ To act as the global think tank, prescribing solutions to all 

global problems putting things in place to spearhead the 

development, global wealth to levels never seen before, 

peace, human rights, and development. Improving life 

globally. 

✓ To provide a financial system that boosts global wealth. We 

have the right to mint and print our own currency that will 

be used to empower all global nations. 

✓ To educate and advise all global nations. 
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✓ To ensure that the basic prerequisites are met first And these 

are; 

✓ Empowering all nations and making sure that each and every 

nation is sovereign in its own right. Our system relies on all 

nations being sovereign. To provide laws, rules, and 

regulations that empower all nations and bringing violators 

to justice. 

✓ Putting down laws to remove things that interfere with the 

rights to a nation’s sovereign e.g. by banning borrowing by 

nations that can see them lose their sovereignty if they fail to 

pay, etc. 

✓ To put down laws, rules, and regulations in relation to global 

infrastructure and living standards. Declaring minimum 

standards globally. Enforcing these and bringing 

perpetrators to justice. 

✓ To put down laws, rules, and regulations in relation to human 

rights, etc. Rules of which must be adhered to by all mankind 

under the sun. 

✓ To provide a framework and system that plans for the future. 

A system and framework that writes and impose rules, laws, 

and regulations to plan for the future through; Banning wars. 

✓ Banning weapons manufacturing. 

✓ Banning huge investments in the military and defense. 

✓ Banning reliance on fossil fuels setting dates when fossil 

fuels will be banned. 

✓ Banning equipment, buildings, and vehicles that rely on and 

use fossil fuels, etc. 

✓ Banning killings of women and children, 

✓ Banning unnecessary killings or sacrificing of military 

personnel. 

✓ Banning dirty-tactics, false-flagging, sacrificing civilians as 

collateral damage, etc. 

✓ Banning links between governments and banks or financial 

institutions, etc. 
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✓ Controlling all global governments making sure they adhere 

to our global laws, rules, and regulations. 

✓ Controlling institutions and making sure that they don’t feed 

the current problems but act to solve the problems. 

✓ Limiting the life-span of the institutions making sure they 

operate and tackle a topic for a limited time frame rotating 

tasks etc. to make them effective. 

 

 

WHAT IS TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER IN RELATION TO 

NATIONS? 

 

We are not established to take over nations' governance, etc. We act 

as a global leader and as a national leader in the end as our members 

can become the leaders of nations but we don’t intend to take over 

current or future national leadership illegally or by force but we aim 

to endorse candidates who will peacefully through the voting system 

and observing all laws win and take office so that our party will rule 

the world globally with representative leaders in every country. 

Current leaders and future ones will continue to run and govern their 

own nations with little or no interference from us as long as they 

don’t do anything that conflicts with our universal laws or break 

these. Most of our rules are norms or common laws current in the 

current system. So, we are not introducing anything new or not 

known. We have rearranged the priority and emphasized other laws 

in that case all governments must make sure that they are up-to-date 

with our laws and act accordingly. 

We don’t aim to take over from current leadership even though our 

members might end up in the leadership roles of nations; this will 

only be because of the popularity of our laws, what we stand for and 

regulations. We intend to not directly impact how each nation is run 

unless if they are serial breakers of our laws. 

 

OUR RELATION TO INSTITUTIONS AND SOME 
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CHARITIES. 

 

Just like any government, we don’t interfere with the work of 

institutions, NGOs and charities, etc. but we have established 

regulations that they must follow. We saw it fit to limit the time 

periods institutions, NGOs and charities, etc. can be allowed to work 

on a subject matter. Most charities, institutions, etc. work on say 

human rights, poverty, torture, etc. for years, working to solve the 

issues central to their cause. We have decided that it is time to limit 

the number of years they can operate on a topic. We saw it fit to 

offer licenses or for the governments in areas, they operate to give 

them 5- year periods on a topic before moving to another related 

issue. The idea is to increase effectiveness and make sure they are 

not creating issues or not solving these so that they have a salary in 

the future. We need to give licensees to institutions and 

organizations that can work to solve the problems. 

 

Firstly; 

The main idea behind this is the risk of giving people a false sense 

of security that these institutions, NGOs or charities are there to help 

and solve issues when they are there just to safeguard a fat paycheck 

for their employees at the end of the month. 

 

Secondly; 

The issue relates to the fact that most rely on donations and wealth 

of the elderly that most end up receiving the wealth that is meant for 

relatives rather than them. Most rely on donations and we are strict 

with the destruction of the wealth and or getting the wealth of elderly 

people which is supposed to be meant for relatives hence the 

monitoring of these. So new laws to limit the period the institutions, 

charities, etc. work on a topic. 

After 5-years an assessment can reveal if the license should be 

extended at least by two more years and if still doing well by a 

further two years. In which if all the years a total of nine years they 
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had achieved a lot and done well to solve the problem and a further 

five years can be awarded on the same issue. For most 5 years should 

be enough. After five years, they are expected to change focus and 

look at another topic and must apply for a new license for 5 five-

year periods to work on the next topic. 

Licenses can be extended after 5 years if the charity, institutions, 

etc. did not source and receive donations from the elderly and in 

excess of a certain amount to be considered locally. An amount that 

can be given as donations by the elderly must be capped. 

New laws to make it hard for the elderly to give away their wealth. 

It must be considered incorrect for people to work all their life and 

then give away all their money to charity, institutions, etc. 

This must be considered as abnormal unless if that person is very 

rich that the donated money is a fraction of the person’s wealth. New 

laws to stipulate a percentage of the wealth that can be donated 

normally less than 1% of the wealth. 

I have read of families fighting the government, institutions, and 

charities for the wealth donated to these institutions in some cases 

living nothing at all for their relatives. We will consider these cases 

as the elderly having been coerced to donate or be tortured to give 

away that money against their will. We must assume that age affects 

one’s judgment and as such people must have the law on their side. 

To protect wealth and make sure wealth is passed from generation 

to generation we must monitor governments, institutions, NGOs and 

charities, etc. 

 

NATIONAL AND GLOBAL SCALE. 
 

✓ To introduce a new system of governance both at a national 

and global scale that emphasizes the printing of new money 

as the only true source of growth and individual, national and 

global wealth. 

✓ To shift the thinking from austerity: living within your 
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means, to an emphasis on growth giving the people more 

power in decisions and policies that affect them. 

 

✓ To bring to all mankind wealth levels never experienced 

before. 

✓ To protect already accumulated wealth and put things in 

place to make sure that this wealth is passed on from 

generation to generation rather than be taken by the 

government or institutions or charities. 

✓ To protect savings already accumulated and put things in 

place so that these savings often accumulated over the years 

won’t be lost in a short period of time. 

✓ To introduce a health plan that is free but fair where all 

citizens have to maintain a balance in their government-

owned-yet-individual savings account above a certain level 

to qualify for free health, with the government using this 

savings account as collateral to offer free services. The 

government depending on circumstances can match the 

balance, double it, triple it or even multiple this tenfold in 

order to provide enough cover. 

✓ To abolish the taking of wealth of the deceased-without-

relatives by the government. 

✓ To ban donations of wealth especially by the elderly to 

government, institutions like hospitals and or charities. 

Wealth to be left to relatives only and even distant relatives 

rather than the government, institutions like hospitals and or 

charities. 

✓ To abolish income tax payments and collection by the 

government. 

✓ To ban payments of national insurance and collection of 

these by the government. To introduce instead a collection 

from the income of a single-digit-figure initially and opening 

of an individual savings-but government-owned account. An 

account that will be held by the government until a time 
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when a person reaches a certain age, or the savings account 

balance reaches a certain amount before the person has 

access to it. 

✓ To introduce a new government-backing of its citizens 

policy where it is indebted to its people; where it bails-out 

the people instead of banks first, a system where 

governments are mandated to protect the wealth of its 

citizens and are proactive to cushion the wealth by providing 

loans, mortgages, etc. through the individual savings-yet-

government held account. 

 

STOPPING TAX AND NATIONAL INSURANCE 

COLLECTIONS. 

 

Instead of collecting taxes and national insurance from income and 

wages the government shall collect savings straight to the citizen’s 

savings account which the government will use to assess eligibility 

levels for free health, loans, mortgages and pension support, the 

account remains in possession of the government until such a time 

when the individual reaches a certain age say 60 to have access to it 

and or if the contribution balance reaches a certain value e.g. $100 

000 for argument’s sake then the person can have access to it. 

 

CREATING A GOVERNMENT-HELD-SAVINGS ACCOUNT 

 

This individual savings-yet government-held account’s balance will 

act as collateral in order for the government to offer free health, 

loans, mortgages, etc. 

✓ To advance and promote the printing of new money as the 

only true source of growth and wealth to a level never seen 

before with 5-year cycles of printing. 

✓ To introduce a new system to deal with hyperinflation and 

all issues associated with the printing of new money. 

✓ To introduce a new system where all nations on earth must 
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adopt our digital currency as the New Single Reserve Global 

Currency [NSRGC] in order to take humanity to levels never 

seen before. 

✓ To advance a system where all nations on earth will use two 

currencies as the base currencies namely their own sovereign 

national currency as the first currency and secondly adopt 

and use our digital currency FutureGoldCoin as the second 

base currency, even though nations can use more than two 

currencies these must be the two critical currencies to 

achieve growth and wealth to levels never experienced 

before. 

✓ To advance and lay a new system and framework of global 

governance where there is the rule of law, democracy, peace 

and wealth for all to new heights. A system adhered to by all 

simply because the system represents everyone and is for all; 

an effective system. 

✓ To introduce a new system of analyzing debt and dealing 

with individual, national and global debt and a new system 

of treating debt as having a depreciation value. 

✓ To introduce a new system that encourages individual, 

national and global savings, introducing the government-

owned yet individual savings accounts, introducing 

Tomorrow’s World Order Global Reserve Bank where all 

nations after printing new money have to deposit this new 

money in the Global Reserve Bank as savings which we will 

treat as collateral and offer them the equivalent of our 

universal global digital currency the FutureGoldCoin which 

they must use in their economy to achieve growth to new 

heights. 

✓ To introduce a new system that will take humanity to the 

next stage of development away from the defensive stage in 

which we are stuck in; where mankind makes weapons-

cheaper and then uses the weapons to get the expensive 

resources like oil. 
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✓ To introduce a new system that will increase affordability to 

levels high enough to buy any resources be it oil etc. at 

market prices instead of relying on weapons to fetch these. 

✓ To introduce new laws and regulations to offer peace and 

consolation to those who seek justice and on the other hand, 

introduce a new universal justice system that is fair and 

effective and feared by all, regardless. 

✓ To maintain individual differences in people and nations 

brought by mother nature recognizing this as everyone’s 

right by not insisting or imposing changes but maintaining 

individualism as long as the differences are within the law. 

That means preserving the nation-specific difference 

strengthening the borders of each nation as desired as long 

as all are willing to abide by all international laws and our 

rules and regulations. Encouraging diversity. 

✓ Above all, bringing peace to all mankind with the aim of 

networking and cooperating together on a global scale. 

✓ To introduce a global leader who is not biased; a leader that 

represents all mankind and one who is for the people 

globally, one to lead all nations acting as an overseer and the 

guiding force with the aim of taking humanity out of the 

defensive stages where weapons and defense take center 

stage. 

 

ACHIEVING THE ABOVE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES WILL 

ENABLE US TO BE ABLE TO; 

 

✓ Provide employment to all and making working worth it as 

income tax and national insurance will have been abolished. 

An extra savings account for everyone. 

✓ Will enable us to achieve income equality and distribute 

income fairly. 

✓ Make us be able to build brand new cities from stretch and 

provide excellent infrastructure that meets today’s standards. 
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✓ Increase living standards. 

 

✓ Protect the wealth and savings of everyone cushioning 

people against all kinds of crisis, therefore, improving living 

conditions and standards. 

 

GLOBALLY OUR OBJECTIVES ARE; 

 

✓ To ban global wars, weapons manufacturing, possession, 

and trading. 

✓ To ban the killings of innocent women and children globally. 

✓ To ban all kinds of sanctions [which arose out of the 

‘Scorched Earth’ policies of the 1900] that affect the 

voiceless; women and children. 

 

This will enable us to introduce and put a system that guarantees 

human rights for all and freedoms in the process of improving the 

quality of life and living standards. 

To achieve all this, we aim to appoint people who we will field-in 

in all democratic elections at all levels with the aim to win seats and 

office so that in the end our appointed and elected leaders become 

the rulers and leaders of the United Kingdom in all England, 

Scotland, and Wales and globally. Leaders from Tomorrow’s World 

Order must bring wealth levels never experienced before, empower 

all and bring peace to all while improving life, quality of life and 

raising everyone’s self-esteem to levels never thought of; the only 

way nature intended. Only Tomorrow’s World Order has the 

answers. 

 

RIGHTS OF THE CITIZENS 

 
We as Tomorrow’s World Order strongly believe that affordability 

or its lack is the root of all problems regarding human rights abuses. 
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Tackling the lack of affordability is the answer to a global that 

upholds the rule of law. 

So, even though human rights play a critical role to us; our emphasis 

is on tackling the root cause and then let our justice system bring 

law and order. 

This constitution might not deal a lot with the rights of people etc. 

we strongly believe that solving affordability will automatically 

bring the rule of law to all. We believe there is a strong causal-effect 

relationship nevertheless we shall address these rights here. 

The law gives everyone equal rights before it. 

 

RIGHT TO LIFE 

 

Everyone shall have the right to life which means right not to be 

killed needlessly. We have introduced new laws dealing with 

women and children killers through our laws. 

We have put new laws to ban wars globally. 

Now illegal to consider women and children as collateral damage. 

Wars and invasions that kill women and children will get the leaders 

who ordered these wars or commanded these to be dragged to court. 

Soldier’s lives are now protected by our laws. It is illegal to send 

soldiers to war when chances of dying or be maimed are high. 

Our system has eliminated the reasons for going to war. Every 

nation will be able to afford to buy an 

We say no to such evil thinking. 

To deal with violators we have introduced the E-laws. These are the 

Empathy Laws. 

They are not discrimination laws but laws that arise due to the fact 

that it is human nature not to relate to things we are not familiar 

with. 

Distance remote things are not close to us. Most people advocate for 

things that are close to them that they know and are familiar with. 

Since Tomorrow’s World Order is a global political party, your 

enemies are protected by our laws that make you answerable to us. 
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You can see now that there are no longer loopholes the main reason 

why now we banned wars. Any future wars will result in those 

involved facing our justice system; fact. 

 

EVERYONE HAS RIGHTS TO THE BEST QUALITY OF LIFE. 

 

Governments around the globe have greater responsibilities when it 

comes to quality of life. Some countries still practicing eugenics 

movements secretly loading their people with watermarks to protect 

them and disfiguring others with viral-digital and bio watermarks to 

justify conserving their own. Some governments are hacking and 

chipping everyone at birth with radiation-emitting devices as a 

population control and in the process lowering quality of life to 

medieval times with people looking like zombies etc. All violations 

of our laws. 

All acts that violate the quality of life are banned by our constitution 

and laws. 

We banned reliance on fossils and equipment, vehicles and 

infrastructure using these to be phased out. Pollution lowers quality 

of life. The constitution mandates the government to invest in 

research and development for cheaper cleaner alternatives. 

We’re to embark on new city development schemes from stretch to 

improve quality of life. 

 

RIGHTS TO DEFEND ONESELF. 

 

Every person and country on earth has the right to defend itself. 

Depending on the threat at hand; some countries and people can and 

might be justified in the use of force to defend itself. If the threat is 

formidable and if not doing anything can be regarded as 

unreasonable then the right to self-defend can be called upon and 

that person can seek international help. 
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OUR MONEY PLAN 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Why the need for a Single Reserve Global Currency? [SRGC] 

 

First and foremost, the current system is the product of the Bretton 

Woods System that collapsed in 1971 although it’s an improvement 

on the Bretton Woods fixed-rate exchange theory nevertheless the 

system is not fit for purpose. It crashed years ago and only a new 

system can solve today's global problems. The rise of Tomorrow’s 

World Order [TWO] to oversee and manage the financial aspects of 

this SRGC the Futuregoldcoin [FCI]; a digital global currency for 

all international and domestic transactions. 

 

Our solution briefly. The FutureGoldCoin. 

 

Our FCI will be competing with all global currencies as it will 

exchange with all currencies and not just by itself which might make 

it valueless. The effect of exchanging with all currencies will mean 

increased value beyond any imagination. Our system will enable 
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every country to print new money and never to rely on loans from 

e.g. the International Monetary Fund or from other countries. To 

fight hyperinflation, we will create a Global Reserve Bank [GRB] 

that will hold each nation’s local currency. Every country under our 

five-year growth and wealth plan will have to print new money free 

and owe its citizens thereby increasing their value and the wealth of 

the nation. But all new money will be deposited into our GRB as 

their savings and we will issue the FCI’s equivalent which they will 

inject into their economy to help fight hyperinflation. Our FCI will 

be a global currency and each country will have to use two 

currencies. Their own currency and our global FCI. 

✓ Printing is the only source of new money and never loans 

✓ New fresh printed money to be deposited into a nation’s 

savings with us in the GRB 

✓ We issue our FCI equivalent value of the newly printed 

money that has been deposited with us and they take this 

money and inject it into the economy. 

✓ Every time new fresh money is printed the nation’s 

government ‘owes’ its citizens and that increases their value 

and the wealth of the economy. 

✓ Our GRB removes extra or surplus local currency from the 

economy to control inflation and we hold these for every 

nation as their savings. 

✓ Our GRB stimulate need to create savings and creates new 

wealth 

✓ That means our FCI will exchange with all global currencies. 

They print new money in their local currency, and we take 

that money into their global savings account and issue our 

global FCI to use as an exchange 

✓ They use their local currency as well in their economy and 

might take some of the newly printed money as their local 

currency depending on circulating levels. 

✓ To increase the value of FCI they must stockpile our FCI to 

the upward pressure of our currency as a tool to help fight 
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inflation as they can then export their products cheaper 

against the FCI. 

✓ Our system keeps the value of the local currency high. New 

local-currency printed money is used locally only and in 

surplus reduces in value, but our system will maintain the 

value of that currency as they deposit some of the new 

money with us and get the FCI to use and extra FCI they can 

stockpile these. 

✓ In inflationary or hyperinflationary times since they are 

using two currencies our FCI and their local currencies, they 

can use our FCI as the price determiner. This is because their 

own currency might be changing value rapidly so our digital 

FCI will be used for pricing. 

 

It will be possible as well to stop using their money and deposit it in 

the GRB with us to fight hyperinflation for some time until they are 

in control where they can resume using their local currency side by 

side with our FCI. 

A great advantage of our system is that each nation can apply for a 

license to use the FCI as their local currency with all rights to 

determine and manipulate fiscal controls as they wish. Agreed 

printing levels can be issued. 

There is no spillovers or domino effect. We are not a nation and 

every country can peg their currency against this FCI. 

Our system ensures global stability as we have a holistic approach 

working together to stabilize the world by banning wars, weapons, 

etc. Tomorrow’s World Order will act as a central body that is 

independent of all nations and is unlike the IMF we are against loans 

and structural adjustment programs or anything that sink people into 

debt and strips away their national sovereignty of which we think 

are the triggers of all the problems we have. 

Global debt stands above $244 trillion and we think this system is 

obsolete. So, we propose a new system of dealing with old debt and 

banning national loans. Why get a loan selling your soul to the devil 
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if you are a sovereign nation with printing rights. 

We strongly believe that for 70 years the system has taken the wrong 

road of adjusting whatever money is there in the economy without 

thinking about creating new money. Growth as in a human body that 

needs constant food is achieved only through new printing of 

money. All other suggestions aren’t true as 70 years have proved. 

I personally believe that Newton’s Third Law applies in the 

economic and financial sector as well; that every act is to be a force 

a transaction or measure has an equal and opposite effect. This is 

true if you look at the Triffin Dilemma. Any actions by the country 

whose currency is used as the reserve currency will have an opposite 

effect to those using their currency as a reserve currency. So, there 

are spillovers to other areas and it’s just adjusting the money that is 

already in the economy. 

Our thinking is that the country whose currency is being used by all 

as a reserve currency will gain what has been ‘lost’ by some 

countries who are using their currency as reserves or trading with 

them etc. So, any gains of one country means losses of another. 

What has been happening with discouragements to printing new 

money and reliance on loans from the IMF was just a matter of 

shifting resources and wealth from one area to the other. 

Our plans are to increase global wealth to levels never seen before 

and this is only through the printing of new money. 

Each ‘sovereign’ nation must as our law dictates print fresh money 

continuously for the next five years. The money they already have 

is not for servicing debt or for things that don’t generate profits etc. 

but new money is to be used for servicing debt and consumables. 

We want to change developing nations into developed and 

developed into super developed. 

Our GRB will act as a control for excess money and not to flood the 

economy with new money but a carefully planned system that 

creates savings for each and every nation as they print to deposit 

their local currencies with our GRB and in return get equivalent in 

FCIs that is already global and used by every nation. 
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We have a system to deal with debt. All current global debt to be 

treated as having a depreciation aspect rather than appreciating one. 

So, our system will treat current debt as depreciating over time with 

say a loss of 50% in value for the first year giving incentives for 

nations to payoff and start afresh. The second-year a 40% 

depreciation rate, then 30%, then 20 and lastly 10% with the 

remainder written off. After six years no nation will be in debt all 

global debt will have been written off. 

The system creates a situation through printing new money that will 

see the people need to be bailed out. It is the government’s 

responsibility to bail-out its citizens and not banks through new 

loans or mortgages or new capital. This new money will have lower 

interest rates and have depreciating aspects that, over time the offset 

rule will be used to clear the debt owed by the government to its 

people when it printed new money with the new bail-outs of citizens. 

National debt through printing new money is part and parcel of the 

road to wealth and must not be feared but an effective way of dealing 

with it is needed. 

External debt owed to IMF and other nations must be feared and 

banned as it carries a sovereignty risk in that a nation can be forced 

to lose its powers of printing new money and controlling the fiscal 

and monetary aspects. It can be held to ransom as it might default 

and in most cases, the lender has a huge arsenal of nukes which he 

uses to lend you in the first place on the condition that if you fail to 

pay back you will be sanctioned, etc. 

It’s the government’s responsibility to be forever indebted to its 

citizens and this is achieved through printing new money. Every 

time a government prints money it increases the value of its citizens 

and the wealth of its country considering that the money is not 

exported abroad, lost, misused, etc. 

A debt default reserve account must be created that will act the same 

way as a Provisional Depreciation account. This will be a 

Provisional loan default account with money stored in it to deal with 

debt defaults. A percentage of newly printed money must be set 
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aside into this account and when citizens can’t pay, they must not be 

let to lose the wealth already accumulated but for the government to 

intervene fast and write off the debt after a certain period of time has 

elapsed. 

The idea is that of a government that is forever indebted to its people 

and this is achieved through printing money. And printing money 

must be a continuous process until certain levels have been reached. 

We have a system that works as it creates huge national wealth in 

terms of local currency deposits to our GRB and we will work hard 

to stimulate trade using the reserves to provide extra services the 

nation would otherwise not afford. 

We have a greater role to play as the global central focus of 

development and wealth. We are responsible for creating extra 

supply globally using the world’s deposits to attract multinationals 

who can provide a supply of goods to meet huge demand caused by 

new money. 

We arrange a globally skilled workforce using a percentage of the 

deposits as agreed to do whatever it takes to fight hyperinflation and 

stimulate global growth and wealth to a new never seen before level. 

Do you know that the most advanced nations are heavily in debt? 

These nations print money continuously and rely on other nations to 

provide the extra supply needed to squash hyperinflation. So, to us 

these big few nations are like parasites to grow they depend on 

others for everything while discouraging growth elsewhere apart 

from their areas hence the developing nations have remained as 

developing for seventy years and only the developed nations are 

improving. 

Given that situation, we think it is important that sovereignty is 

recognized as superior and critical to solving global problems and 

as the only hinge-pin to increased global wealth. 

Why we are saying that our FCI is to be used side by side with local 

currency is because this will help solve all of today's global 

problems. All countries will still have the rights to use and influence 

their own currency, manipulating this for a competitive advantage 
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e.g. devaluing local currencies to boost exports. Other countries buy 

in local cheaper currencies and then convert this to FCI, and a 

country will still use our FCI as well but not adjusting the price of 

these as prices are free-floating. The benefits will be achieved 

through currency manipulation. Using both currencies with ours 

which is independent of any nation will solve the problems of the 

Euro and reliance on another nation’s currency as reserves while 

recognizing each nation’s sovereignty and rights to control their 

destiny through fiscal measures. 

Tourists to any country might travel using the FCIs which is global 

so trade is still fast and even cheaper and all international 

transactions, investments, etc. can be conducted in FCIs. 

Countries have the rights to peg their currencies against the FCI to 

control their economy. So, this system ensures uniqueness and 

sovereignty while creating a fast way of transacting globally. 

To reiterate here our system encourages generating new money and 

savings the only correct way through printing and depositing the 

new money in our GRB where we incentives nations to keep 

printing and depositing through paying out interest rates in FCIs. 

Our currency the FCI through the new printed money deposit 

scheme means it will exchange with all global currency this means 

a free-floating economy where there is no protectionism 

Money manipulation techniques like devaluations are country-

specific and used to boost the economy and are not forced but 

optional the beggar-thy-neighbor devaluations don’t apply here. 

No global adjustments only optional country-specific creating a free 

and fair environment 

A sound political climate and huge confidence and a build-up of 

trust into the system but trust based on facts as our system is clear 

and transparent. They trust the system not just like now through faith 

but through a system that is robust and fit for purpose. 

Countries can use the notion of the Hot Money Flows [HMF] where 

if they don’t export much, they can attract investors by increasing 

interest rates of the local currency while cushioning the effects of 
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HMF through our FCI. This can cushion against liquidity problems 

too. 

To encourage savings, we pay interest using the FCI on all savings. 

Over time we will encourage nations to keep our FCI in their own 

national reserve-stockpiles in their own countries and use their local 

currency to boost trade and have a competitive edge over others 

while pushing the value of our money through upward pressure as 

local supplies of FCI available to trade are reduced. 

We as the central body TWO will only regulate rather than control 

so it's fair for everyone there is still competition and a nation’s skills 

will determine the success or stagnating. 

The greatest advantage of our system is that as we are not linked to 

any nation our SRGC will be stable but valued as it will exchange 

with all global currencies something never seen before. A new era a 

new system that creates and keeps wealth. 

It will be illegal through our laws that a nation focuses on balancing 

books at the expense of its people. It’s better to have unbalanced the 

balance sheet but increase value and wealth of your citizens. 

Our goal is to set new standards and new ways of doing things and 

take all mankind to areas never been seen before. The idea is that if 

you are holding reserves in huge quantities of another’s currency, 

they can easily print extra money reducing all your reserves to 

nothing. But our currency means you have the peace of mind that 

our money will remain the same ideally, we encourage printing new 

money in your own currency but exchange this for our FCIs. 

 

THE CURRENT PROBLEMS AND OUR 

SOLUTIONS. 
 

The current system has failed and is obsolete and only a new system 

can replace it hence our FCI. This is the only currency that is 

independent of any nation and is a solution to the Triffin Dilemma 

which I believe is the root of most of today’s global problems. 
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Triffin Dilemma. 

 

The Triffin dilemma or Triffin paradox is the conflict of economic 

interests that arises between short-term domestic and long-term 

international objectives for countries whose currencies serve as 

global reserve currencies. [Wikipedia.] 

 

FutureGoldCoin 

 

This is the only currency to solve reliance on another country’s 

currency as the SRGC. The use of another country’s currency as 

reserves has the domino effect or the spillover effect that can 

threaten global stability if the country concerned has say a huge 

balance of payments deficit problem. In most cases monetary and 

fiscal measures to correct domestic economy of the country whose 

currency is used as the reserve might have opposite and or equal 

effects that can trigger financial crises globally. Printing of new 

money will have inflationary effect that spills to all those using that 

currency. 

We as the new global leader TWO we believe the whole system 

established in the 1940s is now obsolete and our system is the 

perfect system for today's problems. For over 70 years now still the 

problems then are still the problems now. 

 

Role of A Nation’s Sovereignty as the Key to Success 

 

Our system believes and gives respect to national sovereignty as the 

only means of solving all current issues. Since with national 

sovereignty you have the only true way of creating wealth that will 

solve balance of payments, global deficit, global debt, 

unemployment, economic and financial issues among other things. 

Tomorrow’s World Order strongly believes that the only solution is 

through sovereignty guaranteed right: the right to print fresh new 
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money without worrying about loan repayments and interest to pay. 

It’s the only way to riches. The current system is there to screw 

every country on earth but benefit a few. Only printing new money 

is the route to riches and solving today’s global issues but it’s not 

just a case of printing money, that is where we come in because 

hyperinflation and general inflation are animals hard to tame but we 

have mastered the skills and I will tell you how. But first why FCI. 

FutureGoldCoin is a digital currency together with our system and 

a comprehensive approach will change the world as we know it 

today from global debt to huge national savings and global wealth. 

Our system and this FCI will provide;  

✓ A fast and secure way to carry out global transactions. 

✓ A way of reducing transaction costs greatly globally. 

✓ Reduce major fluctuation risks. 

✓ Help to boost trade globally. 

✓ Help all nations generate huge savings and the needed new 

money to solve their problems. 

✓ A huge helper in fighting hyperinflation and normal 

inflation. 

Will not take away the sovereignty of any country which is the only 

way to be self-sufficient and the road to wealth, with the current 

system whenever a country uses another’s as a reserve currency it 

automatically loses this sovereignty and the ability to control its 

fiscal planning e.g. devaluing the currency to increase exports. It 

relies on adjustments by the country whose reserve currency is in 

use and therefore technically under it. 

 

A Lack of Global Leadership. 

 

Any system without a strong leadership is doomed. A system needs 

a global leader to lead it, to defend it and to protect it. This is the 

only way to safeguard and guaranteed tomorrow hence the rise of 

Tomorrow’s World Order. 

There is a lack of A global leadership interested in a new system that 
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solves all current global problems. We believe that as a human we 

are working below optimal levels. We can do much to improve 

living standards and the quality of life. There is no one with a vision 

that will lead mankind out of poverty and all world problems. We 

believe there are solutions and we just need the right leadership to 

spearhead the journey toward a new chapter in mankind’s history. 

 

The current system is obsolete and therefore not fit for purpose. 

 

We believe that all global and national problems arise due to the 

current system which was developed soon after the war and 70 years 

down the line we are still using the same system despite numerous 

crashes from financial crises to other economic problems and global 

debt that stands over $244 trillion triggering poverty, inequalities, 

economic problems, high unemployment levels globally and above 

all political instabilities in terms of wars. We believe that all the 

problems at hand from economic, social, political, financial and 

environmental are a result of a dysfunctional system that has crashed 

so many times. This we believe was pointers for a need for change 

but mankind being mankind is unwilling to change would rather just 

fix the current system when a new system can easily reverse all the 

problems. A system that can easily be implemented and improve life 

as we know it today. We as a people are working below optimal 

levels. We can do better. If a system crashes it means it needs a 

totally new system. In this case it’s not a matter of just an upgrade. 

Why? This is because the system has crashed so many times that 

even fixing it is just delaying the inevitable. The main reason is not 

that the people don’t know it, no. They do but they lack a global 

Single Reserve Currency to solve all that. A currency strong enough 

to safeguard all nations’ wealth. To fight all fiscal problems, like 

inflation, hyperinflation, deflation, etc. 

The main issue is that humanity has been stuck in the defensive 

stages where they spend a huge proportion of the budget on defense; 

the military and weapons. We believe that mankind should be 
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heading out of this stage or should have already done that. 

Therefore; this is wasting a lot of resources on weapons when global 

living standards are mediocre to poor. These resources can be used 

elsewhere to boost development and humanity as a whole. 

Wars and weapons conflict with our laws. We have our laws that 

can never be breached or overridden without paying the 

consequences. 

We believe that everyone has a right to life. You might think this is 

the case right now, but the sad fact is that it is not. These laws can 

be overridden in favor of say national security etc. A leader can kill 

thousands of women and children on national security grounds and 

get away with it. A leader or nation or a gang or cult can murder 

thousands of innocent victims on humanitarian grounds and get 

away with it. Our laws are comprehensive closing all loopholes and 

making sure that no innocent people will die needlessly. We shall 

hold everyone to account and punish them harshly if they breach 

these laws. 

We believe that everyone has a right to self-defense. Currently, these 

laws are overridden by other global laws coined to make it easy to 

stripe these rights away and punish those who have the right to 

defend themselves. A nation might try and match the threats at hand 

e.g. if being attacked or threatened by a gang who belongs to other 

cults and who use extreme force or weapons like Weapons of Mass 

Destruction as threats to steal or colonize sovereign nations. In these 

cases, it will be unreasonable for a nation under attack to try and 

match the level of threat. A nation, in this case, can successfully use 

the right to self-defense to justify say need to enrich uranium as the 

attackers have the Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDs) 

themselves in form of nukes which they use to rob others instead of 

paying a fair price. 

We believe all this is happening because there is a lack of a SRGC 

that will address all the problems at hand. We believe this is a major 

global problem. Our SRGC in FutureGoldCoin and Calycoin will 

make it easy to empower all sovereign nations to have enough 
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money and national savings to be able to pay a fair market price. It 

is a fact nevertheless a sad one that the current thinking is that of 

making weapons cheaply and then use these weapons to get 

whatever they want. 

I reiterate here as you will see why we are saying humanity has 

failed to think and rely on defense as a way of getting everything 

they want. The idea is to make weapons cheaply and then use the 

weapons to take resources at gunpoint. Mankind’s thinking is still 

barbaric. I can’t blame them as this is the only way mankind is 

accustomed to. A tried and tested method one that has worked over 

the past 2000 years. Since the beginning weapons and defense 

determined the survival of any nation. But hey that was 2000 years 

ago, and mankind was justified. The dinosaurs and other cannibal 

tribes of the medieval were a menace. Mankind had to be prepared 

to fight and self-defend. But open your eyes now it’s the twenty-one 

century everyone wants to be a friend. Past wars’ traumas have made 

all of us know the pain and now everyone would rather Network and 

Cooperate the way it should be. 

As a people, we can’t afford to waste resources on things we don’t 

need like weapons and the military. All these resources must be 

immediately diverted towards humanity taking the huge population 

and better living standards. 

We must now change in line with changing needs. Our laws have 

banned wars and weapons manufacturing, dealings or trading of any 

kind all around the world. Disarmament will begin at a specified 

date. Above all current weapons have been replaced by digital and 

even with cyber weapons that are hidden, fast and cheaper and have 

mass murder properties. 

We have noted also that because of a lack of a SRGC mankind has 

relied on weapons and wars to fetch scare fossil fuel resources. We 

believe that all the last 4 to 5 wars or invasions were for resources 

or territorial growth mainly oil, simply because a nation has 

nationalized its oil reserves. We have seen it a common practice that 

if nations run into debt and to minimize national bills, they tend to 
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find cheaper things. Everyone knows oil depletes a nation’s 

resources. If money is running out we need cheaper resources but 

for things like oil where there are no effective alternatives then it’s 

reasonable to make cheaper weapons and use these cheaper weapons 

to extract or force down oil prices through wars and modern-day 

colonization where a puppet government takes over benefiting 

foreign investors as it is a condition for the puppet government to 

lax laws and provide favorable conditions for huge multinational 

companies and increase production to avoid the long petrol queues 

etc. No matter how harsh and inhumane this sound this a reasonable 

tactic that is if you are in debt or need to save the little money the 

country has. It’s a sound business model. Make cheaper things then 

use these to get expensive ones. 

 

OUR PLAN. 
 

Our plan is to solve all these global problems and we strongly 

believe it is through the provision of a strong SRGC in the 

FutureGoldCoin and Calycoin. 

A guaranteed way to make every sovereign nation on earth rich and 

have enough savings and monetary reserves enough to buy 

resources like oil at any market price. We strongly believe that a 

lack of a new system to global finances is the problem we as 

Tomorrow’s World Order has provided such a system and a Single 

Global Reserve Currency to eliminate all the problems without fears 

of hyperinflation and political instability. 

 

Comprehensive Approach. 

 

We have a comprehensive way to deal with all these issues;  

 

Laws. 
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First and foremost, we believe for all this to work the notion of 

sovereignty is to be given the greatest respect and status it deserves, 

and the rest will follow. It is this sheer recognition and 

acknowledgment that sovereignty of a nation plays an important role 

in eliminating all national problems hence global ones too. For as 

far as history takes us people and nations have gone to wars to take 

away this simple yet paramount idea of a nation’s sovereignty. They 

know without sovereignty a nation is useless and can never solve its 

problems. The problems we have today are there because 

sovereignty has been tampered with or not fully understood that 

nations are sinking in debt and manipulated when they can become 

very rich and self-reliant. Most have resorted to loans from the 

International Monetary Fund when they should not. 

Our laws place emphasis on this idea and protect individual nations 

through the only way to a prosperous nation. 

 

Ensuring the right leadership and safeguarding the system from 

external forces. 

 

Those in favor of the current system are the only ones benefiting 

from it killing innocent women and children to get whatever they 

want. We say no to inferior thinking and our laws are the only way 

to safeguard the future of every woman and kid on earth. We need a 

just system that is appreciated and observed globally. A system that 

protects the weak and vulnerable yet the most valuable assets of any 

nation. Laws to deal with corruption and ensure that the system 

works. Laws to deal with dictatorship and evil gangs or cults who 

now use weapons, fear and intimidation tactics to abuse and rob 

people in the process kill women and children as a provocative 

stance to justify invasions and wars with hidden objective to take 

resources and at the same time carry out a Colony Collapse Strategy 

to eliminate ‘threats to global peace and stability’ but a genocide 

tendency to remove potential opposers and defenders of the 

defenseless women and children who get killed through illegal wars 
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needlessly. 

 

The Financial System. 

 

 

 

We have a digital currency that has two main components. A macro-

level currency that will be used as the Single Global Reserve 

Currency called FutureGoldCoin. It is digital and will act alongside 

a nation’s own currency. This will be the global reserve currency. I 

know most use the US$ as the reserve and we are going to show you 

why this is the reason why global debt is above $244 trillion and 

why we have all the financial crises we have through the domino 

effect. Using the US dollar as the reserve currency will link the 

whole globe to the US’s skills or no skills of dealing with fiscal 

policies. I know the US Fed system has done a great job to carry 

everyone and build global wealthy but sometimes unforeseen 

circumstances like the 9/11 attacks can happen and triggering the 

global financial collapse. Our system will see to it that it’s one nation 

for itself and Tomorrow’s World Order for us all. We are sovereign 

in our own right and can print our own money. Set our laws and 

enforce these. We are not tied to any nation. 

Every nation that adopts our global digital currency will make it 

theirs in that we will provide the rights to printing, fiscal 

management and planning and monitoring something you can’t get 

right now using the US$ as a global reserve currency. All nations 

will apply for a license to use our currency and might pay a small 

fee. 

 

Global Reserve bank. [GRB] 

 

Our plan goes beyond just providing a global reserve currency but 

also a Global Savings Bank that will help fight global and national 

debt and eliminate all the problems we have of poverty, 
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unemployment, poor living standards, uneven wealth, and a lack of 

a secure savings bank that can’t be confiscated. 

The current system has used all laws at their disposal to steal and 

keep people in poverty through terrorist laws that confiscate assets 

just like robbing the savings of small nations. We have seen this with 

Sudan just after 9/11 with its savings in US banks frozen and taken 

and distributed to the victims when that nation had no direct link to 

attacks. 

Our system will provide a global savings bank whereas I will 

explain later each nation according to our laws and system must 

deposit regular and exponential savings that we as Tomorrow’s 

World Order will keep making sure a nation will have wealth in 

perpetuity. 

Interest will be paid on savings but as our FutureGoldCoin and or 

Calycoin. We will hold the savings of every nation and we shall 

agree with nations concerned to use some towards the development 

of that specific nation providing services they would not otherwise 

get. We can use the savings to link that nation globally. We shall use 

these savings to building border airports all over the globe that will 

speed globalization’s Networking and Cooperation. We shall 

provide a global identity system that is fast and instant and ideally 

digital that can give results fast to speed up travel etc. 

 

Dealing with current debt. 

 

The current system was created by a few who must gain 

tremendously from it through global loans etc. It is not a coincidence 

that global debt stands at $244 trillion. This is the way the current 

system is designed to hold everyone at ransom and crash a nation’s 

sovereignty and sinking it in debt. It is a clever plan one that benefits 

a few nations mainly the former founders in that only these countries 

will grow at the expense of others. Only these nations will see 

improvement over decades while the others are sunk with debt 

ending up losing their sovereignty as they became puppets with a 
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government-appointed by the invaders or lenders of loans. The 

current system removes a nation’s sovereignty by trading their 

freedom with loans. 

 

Nukes in the hands of a few but banning everyone else. 

 

The system has justified the making of things we are saying are 

Weapons of Mass Destruction and therefore banned. What justifies 

these nations making and keeping nukes and use these to force 

others to abandon any uranium enrichment or possession of nukes? 

A few nations have seen it fit to make and hold WMDs we are all 

saying are against modern international laws and using these to 

make money and loan it out using these nukes as an enforcement 

method encase the nation fails to pay. 

 

 

 

JOIN US TODAY SEND EMAIL TO 

info@tomorrowsworldorder.com 
 

 

 

Sovereignty risk and conflicts with our laws. 

 

Borrowing from external sources puts any nation under the risk of 

being attacked in case it defaults putting all its residence at risk. This 

conflict with our laws the right to be sovereign, the right to life, the 

right to self-defend and right to a good quality life. Global loans of 

the IMF etc. curtails sovereign risk as whatever happens is dictated. 

You must meet certain conditions and implement certain structural 

adjustments that all impact on our laws and a nation’s ability to 

develop and solve its economic laws. The structural adjustments will 

only make a country be able to solve the problem the loans were 
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taken to solve but opening reverse yet similar problems. In other 

words, this only shift problem and focus from one area to another or 

in worst cases cause worse problems. 

 

Real idea behind the IMF and global laws. 

 

The idea from the past 2000 years is to build a big empire through 

fighting wars to be able to print money and create a supply to 

provide goods and services to match the increased supply of money 

hence demand for goods in order to fight hyperinflation. I explained 

that the only way a nation can grow naturally with accumulating 

debt or increasing sovereign risk or breaking our laws is through 

printing fresh new money. No matter how good or best the 

economist or treasuring or the Federal system is without new money 

growth is just a dream. It’s like a human body without extra food 

you can never grow. You might reshuffle all you like but growth is 

only through food intake. We believe this is the only true way. All 

this idea about austerity, best economics, or better policies is just 

child play, misconceptions and trickery or manipulation so that a 

few bigger four or more nations have markets and sources of goods 

and demand as well to avoid hyperinflation. 

 

Empowering every nation by providing the best framework to 

reduce and eliminate the side effects of our growth method. 

 

Our critical notion from the beginning is that without national 

sovereignty no nation can ever increase national level to levels never 

seen before. For the past seventy years a lot of factors have played 

to undermine a nation’s sovereignty and ability to solve their 

problems. Only through sovereignty can a nation take control of its 

destined and increase wealth. Printing of money, the only source of 

economic growth and wealth is linked to sovereignty. All 

sovereignty nations can print their own money. Use of another 

nation’s reserve currency limits your own sovereignty hence ability 
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to influence your own sovereignty. 

Our aim is to empower everyone to shift them from developing to 

developed and from developed to most advanced and in the end all 

to superior nations with wealth never experienced anywhere. 

Our currency will play a critical role and whether nations succeed 

or fail will depend on their use of our currency and system. Our 

currency will solve all problems that affect growth when a country 

prints money: solves hyperinflation as a country uses two currencies 

ours and theirs prices during hyperinflation can be determined by 

our currency as theirs might lose value or prices changing per day 

many times. 

Our digital currency offers a currency used by hundreds of other 

nations and still maintains the nation’s value. Printing own currency 

means the currency having no value to other countries who would 

be using a different currency. But having and using our currencies 

will mean the value of the new money will be increased and the 

wealth increased too. In worst-case scenarios, they can stop their 

currency for ours until they have eliminated hyperinflation and 

resume when things get better. 

 

Creating Global Savings 

 

Our plan is to ask all nations to print new money continuously but 

all the new money to be deposited in our bank as it will be in their 

own currency making this their savings and we, in turn, will convert 

that currency to ours and give them our currency and advised how 

best to do it without flooding the economy. 

We then use their savings to generate interest for them over time. 

Every nation will have savings that they just keep say for five years 

without taking yet still printing and depositing. This will be 

reviewed say every five years to see if the nation can benefit from 

withdrawing the savings to boost the economy and wealth. 

Our plan is to shift nations from the current level to never seen 

before heights of wealthy and living standards. We believe the 
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current system crashed many years ago and only a new system and 

way of thinking is needed. 

Our system relies on the natural way things should be. The current 

system is to increase inequality and keep the rich richer at the 

expense of everyone else. Empowering all these nations to enrich 

themselves and improve the living standards of its inhabitants 

should be their sole existence. 

No sovereign nation can ever be indebted again. Fight all this talk 

about austerity and excellent balance sheets. We have laws that 

make it illegal to focus on balancing the budget and books at the 

expense of your people. 

 

Sole Reason for Government Existence. 

 

We believe all governments are elected by the people and 

governments exist to serve the people. Therefore, governments 

should be indebted to its people forever and in perpetuity. This is 

very important as this will be the justification for printing new 

money. 

 

The Value of Printing Money. 

 

Every time a nation prints money it creates extra value at no cost at 

all. The new money is not to be repaid back as loans neither do a 

government pay interest on printed money. When it prints money, 

the government owes its people and not externals and every time 

this happens the wealth and value of its people increases. So, the 

government by printing money it owes its people this new money. 

The time it injects money into the economic wealth is created and 

everything boosted. New money means new capital, new loans, new 

mortgages, jobs, developments, etc. and a sense of stability and 

political stability all of which will enhance a country’s wealth and 

value and attract even more foreign investment. 
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Government Mandate to Bail-out It’s People. 

 

Printing money makes governments owe their people. So, as we 

know new money can create all issues with inflation and 

hyperinflation, most of which will be dealt with our new digital 

currency but for some time this can’t be avoided as it is part and 

parcel of growth. There shall come a time when the people will face 

difficulties. Banks will tighten lending etc. and the economy might 

start contracting and people might have difficulties repaying the 

loans, mortgages, etc. In this case, people start defaulting owing 

money. It must be the government’s responsibility to create more 

new money through printing and bail-out the people and not wait to 

bail-out the banks as the current thinking. 

Our laws and thinking will make governments realize that there are 

there simply to be indebted to its people. Initially, the government 

through printing new money must owe its people. When people take 

loans, mortgages and other investments a time will come when they 

are in debt and start owing money. It is and must be the 

government’s duty to intervene and bail-out the people by printing 

new fresh money and deposit this with us and we give them our 

global currency and we can still provide loans, mortgages using this 

money free of interest to people of the nation who deposited money 

and or the government then provide loans to its people interest free 

to avoid them losing their wealth and getting possessions 

repossessed. 

The government of any nation must see bailing-out it’s people as its 

duty. No wealth must be lost due to non-repayments and defaulting 

etc. Just as the government can easily print new money it should also 

easily write off the debt owed by its people where it can be proved 

that unless doing so can result in accumulated wealth being lost. 

New loans, remortgages, etc. must be easily made accessible and the 

debt owed, or loans still owed depreciated over time instead of being 

appreciated. 
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Perpetual indebtedness. 

 

But again, it is not yet over. I explained that every time the 

government prints money it prints the money from nowhere without 

bonds all it must acknowledge is the fact that it owes the people 

every time it prints new money. Ideally to provide new loans the 

government must use its own money or savings we hold in our 

reserves which they have deposited. This is the only way they will 

stop or eliminate the I owe you a debt. But they printed new money, 

so the vicious cycle starts again. So forever if the source of money 

is through printing or printing new money the government will 

forever be indebted to its people and this also means continuous 

perpetual wealth and growth of its people. We will discourage using 

their money reserves and savings they already must service debt etc. 

but to print new money and keep owing its people to never seen 

before riches. 

 

Ever growth and building of wealth. 

 

Our plan from the word go is to make it easy for any nation and the 

globe to be able to grow its wealth exponentially to levels never seen 

before. The current system has made it a vicious cycle where wealth 

is gathered and lost and gathered again with the same process being 

repeated. In the end, when they die, their wealth is destroyed, and 

few transferred to the living relatives. Our aim is to maintain the 

wealth or level of growth from generation to generation. 

 

Dealing with debt. The first rule is to offset it. 

 

I explained at the earlier own that it is the government's duty as a 

sovereign nation to print money. Secondly, this duty enables it to 

owe its people this new printed money. It is also part of the system 

that at one point or another the people will sink into debt and owe 

banks, the government, etc. To offset the initial ‘government I owe 
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you’ to its people created by printing money the government must 

pay the ‘debt’ it owes these people by bailing-out all of them. So, it 

will mean the government has to print new money to pay or bail-out 

the people through provision of loans that will be written off in the 

end. So, when people are debt and the government borrow them 

money that will offset each other so that if debt owed by both: the 

government to the people and the people to the government through 

accepting loans will cancel each other so that no one owes each 

other. 

Wealth is not destroyed as the government stepped in before 

repossession and provide loans to be written off to cancel the 

government’s ‘I owe you’. In the end the “I owe you debt on both 

sides is zero.” 

Every nation, especially the big four the most advanced ones rely on 

debt and have the biggest percentage of debt by far. To grow you 

must be in debt of some kind otherwise where would you get the 

new money to see growth. It’s all through printing and for the rest 

of the world it’s debt they owe these through different institutions 

like the IMF and other direct loans in cash or kind. 

 

Two Kinds of Debt. 

 

Global and National debt is in two forms. 

 

Government’s ‘I owe You’ through Printing New Money. 

The biggest debt of the most developed nations is debt through 

printing more money and or owing to other nations as they exchange 

and trade. This is what is called external debt. 

External debt shifts wealth from locals to external and must be 

discouraged at all costs as it conflicts with our laws. Owing another 

nation is like selling your soul to the devil it’s irrecoverable or at a 

cost. You can be sanctioned and attacked, and your sovereignty 

limited. This is the debt that is hard to eliminate as the lender might 

not what to write off that debt and can keep it for years while still 
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growing instead of depreciating. 

Debt owed to locals’ people by governments through printing is 

easily written off or offset. 

 

Dealing with external debt. 

 

We have laws that will treat global debt as depreciating in that we 

shall assume all national or debt to external as etc. as having a 

depreciation attribute in that it reduces in value over time. The 

current system is like that of loan sharks with debt ever-growing to 

enormous levels and laws that see to it that that is the case. Our laws 

are designed to eliminate debt and enhance savings through 

encouraging to print new money gradually without taking the 

savings. So, we shall decide with everyone who is owed to consider 

writing off that debt or reduce the debt over say five years with huge 

depreciation rates at the beginning to give people chances of paying 

off before eventually writing it off. 

 

The Debt Plan. 

 

First-year current debt to lose say 30 to 50 %, followed by 20%, then 

15%, then 10% and finally by 5 %. After say six years if the nation 

hasn’t paid then write it off. 

There shall never be new debt again if a nation is sovereign. 

 

Use of printed money. 

 

Money already in the system is not for servicing debt or other things 

not central to the development of the economy. The idea is to bring 

in fresh money to solve current problems. Anything without a return 

will not be used for debt or things that do not bring you money as 

well. For things that have zero profits or no income-generating 

capabilities to be serviced through newly printed money only. 

Projects that generate money can be funded through both existing 
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and new money. The idea is not to crash the system or cause 

bottlenecks. 

 

 

 

TOMORROW'S WORLD ORDER 
 

 

It is our duty to abide by all international laws 

and we shall endeavor to uphold the rule of law. 
 

 

TWO-VICTORY 
 

 

Your Future Your Say 
 

 

BUILDING A BETTER TODAY 
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PRINT EXTRA CASH TO ACT AS A BUFFER 

TO LOAN DEFAULTING. 
 

The idea is to regard a certain percentage as irrecoverable bad debt 

and use the new money to offset such debt. A certain percentage is 

set aside in a buffer account and taken out whenever bad 

irrecoverable debt is written off. 

 

Five-Year Plan Gradually Printing of Money. 

 

Our plan is to increase savings and tackle current problems and this 

is only through printing if fresh new money. For the coming five 

years all nations must print money gradually to exponentially and 

depositing this money in our bank and exchanging the value with 

our money the FCI and Calycoin (CLC). Our FCI and CLC will be 

injected into the economy to boost growth and development without 

causing other problems associated with hyperinflation. No nation in 

the meantime will take external loans. It shall be a law to print as 

advised by us on quantities so as not to flood your own economy. 

 

Supporting packages. 

 

Tomorrow’s World Order shall use the deposited loans and a 

percentage to help every nation create extra supply that might be 

needed due to the increase in demand spearheaded by new money. 

We shall use a percentage of the deposited savings or interest 

forecast to develop modern fast infrastructure like airports at every 

border in addition to current airports. Increase connectivity by 

linking the whole globe through fast internet and transport systems. 
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Use our laws to build and maintain political stability globally to 

fight hyperinflation. Train and make excellent talent that can be 

hired globally available at short notice. 

Use the savings to establish global companies that will provide and 

improve infrastructure etc. to link the whole globe together to help 

all nations develop and advance. 

Create even more jobs as we change and force institutions and ways 

of thinking. The idea is to ban institutions that are creating or 

worsening the current situation like the IMF etc. unless if they can 

change and take new roles. Loans for nations will be banned etc. We 

will have banned wars too and weapons manufacturing and trading. 

The only way to get resources at market prices would be to print 

new money and use our system to avoid hyperinflation and steer 

growth. 

I have pointed out that oil is the main reason for wars. It’s just a 

fossil fuel and to help stop wars forever and make lazy mankind 

think we will ban the use of fossil fuels for vehicles like cars, buses, 

trains, planes, etc. Every nation will have new money which they 

can easily print to fund research and development and come up with 

their own renewable cheaper clean fuels like electricity. 

Everyone will have access to new money, and we will keep their 

savings too. Wars over fuels banned and stopped for good. In turn, 

things will help tackle climate change. All fumes etc. and pollution 

eliminated as current vehicle e.g. cars phased out globally by a 

certain date. New clean environment and breathing air that is in line 

with our laws the right to a good quality of life. All noise vehicles 

will be replaced by new fuel-efficient. 

We shall use the savings and new money to develop new materials 

that are strong as steel but lightweight and easily available. All 

modern metal vehicles etc. to be banned and phased out by a certain 

date. All buildings never to use fossil fuels but only renewable clean 

and cheap alternatives to be used. Some building materials banned 

as well etc. 
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Our laws to tackle human rights abuses and dictatorships.  

 

Make everyone accountable and answerable to us. 

The military will be challenged to do the opposite of everything they 

do now. If they kill, we shall challenge them to create life. If they 

destroy, we shall challenge them to build, etc. The current thinking 

must change, and the system must be regarded as crashed and when 

a system has crashed only a new system must replace it. Our system 

is the only true answer. 

 

Ban Sanctions. 

 

Another issue that can derail our plans is sanctioning. We stand 

against sanctions of all forms and ban these and enforce our ban 

through very harsh laws. First this is because sanctions conflict with 

the rights to life, right to self-defense and right to a good quality of 

life. Secondly sanctions are there just to weaken the target so that he 

can bargain in the end in favor of the imposer. I think they are 

barbaric and cruel and as they target the innocent and powerless an 

act of imposing a sanction on another sovereign nation is an act of 

provocation enticing others to revenge and therefore justify the 

imposter's stance that of justifying wars. An act of sanctions is an 

act against all mankind as it invokes our Article 1 that state that an 

attack on the weak the defensiveness and voiceless, yet very 

valuable members of the society is an attack on all of us. The idea 

and reason behind sanctions is to kill innocent women and children 

to anger the targeted government. If someone can kill their women 

and children in broad daylight and they can’t do anything about what 

kind of a government is that. That will start internal turmoil and 

uprising that will be taken advantage of to invade on humanitarian 

grounds. The reason being that a few of the opposition will instead 

attack the ‘useless government’ as they let women and children get 

killed on their watch and do nothing. It’s like ball-rolling. The 

sanction imposer kills the innocent with the aim that someone in that 
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country will understand the motive and fight the government. In turn 

this government will already be angry and humiliated that they have 

been proved to be weak with turn their anger to these rebels and end 

up using the harshest means e.g. chemical weapons to get some 

sympathy over the death of innocent women and children on their 

watch or simply use extreme force. When that happens the sanction, 

imposer has humanitarian grounds as the current situation to invade 

and attack that government. 

We are against such manipulation and evil trickery methods of using 

the innocent yet valuable members of the society as bargaining tools 

and bait. We strongly condemn such practices because the terrorist 

uses the exact same method by killing innocent women, children, 

and men to push their agendas. 

So, we don’t see any difference between a terrorist and a sanction-

imposer. They are one and the same thing and we shall treat them 

the same way. 

Fourthly sanctions can destroy a nation’s wealth and economy. 

Printing money when sanctions are imposed has only one outcome 

total failure of that economy. We view this as a cheap way of 

robbing others and killing innocent people something we strongly 

stand against. 

Improve global wealth and spearhead development while increasing 

living standards to never seen before new heights. Our plan is to 

shift humanity from defensive economies to the next stage of 

development of Networking and Cooperation. We believe mankind 

has been wasteful spending huge sums global on military around 

$1,9 trillion global in 2019. This money can be used elsewhere 

where it really matters. 

 

IT IS A JOURNEY WE AS HUMANS MUST 

UNDERTAKE TOGETHER SO JOIN US 

TODAY!! 
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Problem at Hand. 

 

All global problems are due to a lack of a Single Global Reserve 

Currency called FutureGoldCoin [FCI] and the Calycoin [CLC]. A 

currency that will be used globally by all nations and one that will 

provide a platform to solve all current problems. A Single Global 

Reserve Currency will solve all problems of huge global debt, loans, 

global poverty, global unemployment, global economic hardships, 

lack of globalization, inequality between developed and developing 

nations, lack of capital to spearhead development, all financial 

crisis, repossessions, even political instability and global wars and 

reliance on weapons to solve everything. There is a predicament 

hard to solve without this Single Currency Global Reserves in that 

for every sovereign nation the only way to solve all the mentioned 

problems and more is through a constant supply of new money. This 

is the only natural and cheaper way through printing of ensuring a 

healthy cash supply enough to solve all global problems, yet no one 

knows how best to tame and eliminate that thing called 

hyperinflation. We Tomorrow’s World Order has the answer and it’s 

through our idea and plan of the Single Global Reserve Currency in 

the FCI AND CLC. 

 

There is no other plan that will guarantee global wealth. 

 

First and foremost a plan that provides leadership to protect the 

system. A new system needs a global leader to defend it and stand 

for it. A great leadership can guarantee the future of that system. 

You can have a perfect system but with no one to fight for it, it’s 

useless as it can be banned, freeze, or outlawed without anyone 

standing for it. Tomorrow’s World Order is a global political party 

that is sovereign with rights to print our own currency and laws and 

to make sure that our laws are followed globally. We have powers 

to enforce these as our laws are already international laws or 

regulations of which no one is to breach. All digital money without 
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a great leader to defend it is at risk but with Tomorrow’s World 

Order you have a genuine leader who is determined and eager to 

solve global problems if that means doing away with the current 

system so be it. We have seen the current system crash and become 

obsolete with age. Mind you the system has been there since the 

mid-1940s and still we still have the issues they had then, wars, 

weapons, poverty, inequality, unemployment, global debt, a 

dysfunctional system, political issues and breaking of all laws 

known to humans. We still have prevalent cases of torture, modern-

day slavery, human rights abuses, piracy, hacking, invasion of 

privacy, etc.. and to make things worse it’s the government 

apparatus who are responsible and worse culprits of all rights abuse. 

The system has grown to huge levels with the major players exerting 

enormous power through membership to cults that they don’t even 

listen to their own laws and courts etc. It’s like in a gangland where 

weapons are used to rule and get people what they want with 

innocent women and children tricked to think that current 

institutions can really stop the war. Tricked into being given a false 

sense of security with institutions like the United Nations Security 

Council claiming to stop global wars yet be given the rights to enter 

countries like Iraq to inspect claims of WMDs and actually declare 

that there were no WMDs but yet fail to stop or even delay a war. 

Our stance is that two wrongs will never make a wrong right. We 

must be proactive and safeguard the lives of innocent women and 

children people who are given a false sense of security until the day 

they day from bombs and bullets. This is a thing of the past. We 

shall drag to court all these institutions who gave these victims a 

false sense of security and watch them die. Our laws have introduced 

new concepts that will close loopholes being used to evade justice. 

 

Empathy Clause. 

 

We shall assess empathy to see if for example; the sanction-imposer 

or warmonger ever considered the notion of empathy or rather acted 
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with undue regard to human life putting the lives of these people in 

danger recklessly and something, he would never do to people not 

remote to him. A classic example is a world standing still if one kid 

dies in the West through violence I.e. guns etc. and when 500 000 

die abroad through their bombs and missiles no one gives a damn. 

 

Humanitarian grounds. 

 

It shall never suffice as a justification for invading or attacking a 

sovereign nation. Our aim is to uphold through laws every nation’s 

sovereign rights. A sovereign nation shall never be attacked, and no 

grounds shall suffice. Humanitarian grounds shall never be enough; 

especially if the country concerned has imposed sanctions in the past 

against the target nation sanctions that killed or caused unnecessary 

hardship to women and children. These shall be the benchmarks of 

any humanitarian claim. Women and children shall be the litmus 

test. What you do to these shall reflect your true motives. No way 

you can succeed on humanitarian grounds or ‘Responsibility to Act’ 

when you have brought unnecessary hardship to these people before 

and even killed some directly or indirectly. There is no collateral 

damage when it comes to women and children. You must and will 

be held accountable. 

 

Widen Scope of Punishment. 

 

Under these empathies and humanitarian grounds, we shall add 

another criterion. Showing no empathy with women and children of 

others will cause the law to add you as well to the punishment. We 

shall assume that your actions can and will reflect how you feel 

about your own women and children. If you don’t love yours or feel 

nothing towards them, then you can go on killing others. The idea 

here is that if you love yours it also means loving others because 

what you do to others will be done to yours too. It goes beyond the 

current thinking in that your acts can bring risk to your own as well. 
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If you love them then act morally and value others as well. 

All this is possible with a new and true global leader with everyone 

at heart in there to solve issues and not to make money or tackle 

hyperinflation at the expense of the whole world. Trickery and 

devious practices will be punished harshly as well. All governments 

to act responsibly and honestly and bettering the lives of its people. 

 

Lack of understanding of what is really needed in life. 

 

Our laws punish and drag to court ‘some smarty governments’ who 

focuses on balancing balance sheets on paper when their people are 

in dire poor living conditions. I emphasized above that we will 

impose minimum global standards after everyone has printed 

enough money to boost wealth. Governments that lack focus and 

engage in austerity measures at the expense of its law-abiding 

citizens are breaking our laws. Rather be in debt and having a wealth 

country with happy people than have a perfect balance sheet. Again, 

I reiterate that governments are in power to be indebted forever to 

their people to boost wealth. 

✓ A plan that will guarantee elimination and reduction of 

global debt. 

✓ A plan that will guarantee a perpetual exponential growth of 

global and national savings reserves. 

✓ A plan that will eliminate all financial crisis forever. 

✓ A plan that will guarantee the ever-growing wealth of a 

nation and the global. 

✓ A plan to eliminate unemployment globally. 

✓ A plan to eliminate stagnating economies and boost all 

economies globally. 

✓ A plan improves living standards exponentially globally. 

✓ A plan to eliminate reliance on fossil fuels through new 

alternate sources. 

✓ A plan that will provide peace globally as our laws will ban 

wars globally for real and not like the current system. 
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✓  plan that will ban weapons manufacturing globally, arms 

dealing and trading, etc. A plan to create a weapons-free 

world. 

✓ A plan to reduce the defense budgets and phase this out 

progressively. 

✓ A plan banning all sanctions globally. 

✓ A plan to deal with global debt treating this is depreciation 

or giving it a depreciation attribute instead of treating it as 

wealth that increases in value. 

✓ Banning of global loans for nations. All sovereign nations to 

utilize our system and laws and print as the only easy free 

and cheap way to new fresh money. 

✓ A plan that will help all global leaders on critical paths to 

decision making and evolve most institutions and practices 

as these have been there since the 1940s and honesty have 

achieved little to nothing and now, we think the current 

system is obsolete and not fit for purpose. A new system is 

the answer. A plan to provide a stable political, social, 

financial and economic environment where trust in 

government is at the highest with the government 

acknowledging that they are there to be indebted to the 

people and to serve them. 

✓ A plan that lets everyone involved know that it’s a mutual 

arrangement to benefit all with the government with a 

responsibility to bail-out its people rather than banks. 

✓ A plan to encourage better fiscal practices and laws than are 

there to see growth and development never witnessed before. 

✓ A plan that involves the government and the people be 

accountable and transparency with our laws fighting 

corruption etc. 

✓ A plan that will ban making and use of bio-engineered, 

digital and cyber weapons, etc. as watermarks to protect their 

people or currency, etc. Lacing of valuables like nation 

money is against our laws. All these can only be achieved 
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through chipping people; implanting chips into body without 

consent usually at birth and this violates all laws known to 

mankind and conflicts with the right to life. The right to self-

defense how can you if you are tracked getting ambushed 

etc. and conflicts the quality of life. These things use 

radiation etc. and electromagnetic nerve stimulation is as 

good as hacking stripping away all rights. All these abuses 

in most cases by the government apparatus disguised as 

national security, immigration control and a way of 

commanding the nation. 

All issues are so cumbersome that only a new system will rewrite 

history and put an end to all this. Only our system will guarantee a 

safe future with: No wars. 

✓ No weapons. 

✓ Equal rights for all. 

✓ No torture. 

✓ No hacking even by governments. 

✓ No slavery or re-colonization of any kind. 

✓ Upholding the rule of law. 

✓ Effective laws than bans a lot of harmful things like fossil 

fuels that have led to wars on top of that polluting the 

environment. 

✓ Better future fiscal and monetary planning Better political, 

financial, social and economic stability. 

A New World Order a new beginning. The main idea is that the 

current system is very old if it were a person, he or she would be a 

pensioner [ no disrespect] but the challenges we are facing today 

requires new thinking and ways of doing things. 

After all the same problems exist after seventy-plus years. 

 

Third Type Error. 

 

The current system is designed for other reasons other than solving 

global issues. This is true in that the big four or so nations behind all 
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this system knew they had to print money to grow. But printing is a 

tricky job as it in most cases trigger hyperinflation. So how to tackle 

this hyperinflation? Create institutions just pretend they are there to 

solve current problems to trick and deceive people but just as 

holding reserves for the big nations to take off surplus new money 

by keeping these to fight hyperinflation. 

That can explain the presence of the same issues as seventy years 

ago and why most of these institutions like the IMF cannot help the 

nations in need but hold $billion in reserves. 

We have institutions or cults like NATO acting as the last form of 

defense for the two leading attackers who wage war on anyone who 

criticize them stirring others to make or think about getting nuclear 

weapons to match the threat at hand as these nation group and 

growth using military force as a way to get what they want and 

command obedience. At the same time using things like Article 5 to 

give a member immunity and granted backing without merit that that 

nation has done nothing wrong to provoke criticism. This is in line 

with issues where governments might outsource terrorism to justify 

other critical war-contingency plans with the aim to go to war to 

eliminate future risks and threats to ‘ peace and security’ but whose 

peace as they kill innocent women and children. 

 

The Causal-Effect Relationship. 

 

We believe that all the problems we have today are a result of a lack 

of SRGC that will solve all these problems. There is a direct 

relationship between all current issues with the lack of such a 

currency. The current system that relies on another nation’s currency 

as the single reserve for the whole globe is flawed in that the domino 

effect will drag everyone down. Unforeseen circumstances might 

cause financial collapse unlike if the SRGC is owned by us an 

independent unbiased sovereign entity not linked to any government 

so not politically influenced by any governments. The current 

system relies on reserves of another country that belongs to a 
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regional cult that has articles prohibiting losing sight of the ball of 

enhancing that cult alone and not everyone. This is a regional cult 

with limited or focused focus. It is reasonable to argue that their 

goals and objectives are for the betterment of them alone at the 

expense of everyone. Who don’t believe that a regional cult that has 

a say Article 8 demanding that all members favor the cult and must 

not do things contrary to the goals of the cult and above all should 

not do things that will jeopardize its existence? In such 

circumstances trying to play a global leader can only anger some 

with serious consequences. We are the only hope of an unbiased 

global power with true goals for global peace, empowerment and 

making every nation and its citizens very rich. So the problems are 

directly related to the lack of this reserve and global currency that 

will act as the currency of all nations to use as a backup to be used 

together with their local to fight hyperinflation as printing new 

money is the only certified option one we recommend. 

 

The Solution in Brief. 

 

A global digital currency with two aspects one for macro-level bulky 

or government functions for all everyday transactions payments and 

deposits etc. called FutureGoldCoin. [FCI] Secondly a micro-level 

peer to peer currency that will be in circulation aiding the macro-

level FCI that is called the Calycoin [CLC] a digital currency. The 

FCI will act and shall be the SRGC. 

 

Printing rights and licensing for fiscal monetary measures. 

 

Tomorrow’s World order as a sovereign global power have printing 

rights and shall allocate through license these rights to all nations to 

be able to print our money and be in control of fiscal and monetary 

aspects as well so they are in a better position to control their wealth 

and development. 
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The currency as a hyperinflation fighter. 

 

Printing new money means hyperinflation if nothing is in place. Our 

currency will fight hyperinflation. We shall encourage the printing 

of own currency then deposit this money into our reserve bank. In 

turn, we will give them the equivalent in FCI and CLC which they 

will inject into the economy to cushion against hyperinflation. The 

currency is a global currency that will easily be accepted globally 

making sure that the value of printed money is not lost and making 

sure that the new money will add value and not lower the currency’s 

value. 

FCI and CLC prices can be used to determine to say value of 

products and the local currents can lose value quickly due to 

increased demand that prices can change every day. Nations will be 

able to tackle hyperinflation by using a combination of their own 

currency and our FCI. 

The system will for the first time enable all governments to have 

huge perpetual savings held in our reserve bank which can generate 

more interest which they have access to after certain periods. 

Increased wealth than debt now. Increased wealth and living 

standards. We can use the savings to further global growth and 

development by choosing and or forming huge global investment 

companies that can increase the supply of products in relation to 

increase new money. That will attract more investment etc. with our 

laws, framework, and platform we provide stabilizing all nations 

and globally creating a conducive environment necessary for growth 

and development. We shall use the reserves into reserve and 

development into better alternatives to everything we do with aims 

to cleaner renewable cheaper sources of everything to increase 

wealth and quality of life and prolong life to levels never achieved 

before. 

 

Levels Never Achieved Before. 
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This is the key element of everything we are going to do. We have 

seen what the current system can do, and we are saying that it’s not 

enough. For seventy years we have experienced small changes 

unless if the effect was adverse. We need a system that guarantees 

huge changes in beneficial attributes. We need growth to levels 

never thought of. Our plans are ambitious and only we can do that 

and our system is the only system that can help mankind achieve 

that. We have bold and broad plans for all mankind. We are arguing 

that the current system favors a few when we can all achieve great. 

So, first things first we need this currency and we have tokens as 

explained in the Methodology part below. 

We are not going to be anonymous like the Satoshis who have 

private ambitions etc. and for fear of repressions would rather hide 

their identities etc. We are transparent as we represent the whole 

world and argue that there is a way a new way of solving all these 

issues without anyone suffering loses. Our plan is for all mankind as 

we are going to solve all the problems and take the world to new 

levels never seen before. We have a strong leadership in 

Tomorrow’s World Order and believe we have the rights system to 

see our plans through. Initially we shall use tokens to generate cash 

to build our system which will have its own digital currency and 

blockchain that will be augmented with a strong and secure reserve 

banks both for the digital money and the new printed currencies 

from all over the world as we shall act as the only global reserve 

where all deposit will be made to empower and boost every nation 

making them richer as these savings will be held without being taken 

out as there is no need to printing will continue in perpetuity. So, 

money is needed hence we shall officially launch a coin or token 

offering to raise capital to implement and start solving the global 

debt. 

 

Your Part. 

 

I am excited that if you are still reading that means I have convinced 
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you already that this is the only way to solve global issues and the 

prospects and returns of our plans are never seen before or 

experienced before. Imagine all nations without debt and forced 

through our laws to generate and accumulate wealth to tackle every 

kind of problem we have today. Imagine a world where no matter 

what price we will be able to pay. Unlike the current situation that 

makes your leaders make cheaper weapons with the aim to use the 

cheaper weapons to gather expensive resources like oil through wars 

and invasions. Imagine no queues for commodities like petrol. 

Imagine every nation with its way of making and doing things 

cheaper and cleaner with renewable energies materials etc. If there 

is money everything is easy. No wars or fighting but stiff 

competition or other beneficial fighting in the name of being the best 

at something not killing innocent women and children to lower 

world oil prices. Imagine a world with current polluting vehicles 

with heavy metals and all the noise but with clean fiber glass-like 

materials light and clean to air. 

 

Benefits to you the Investor or Supporter. 

 

First, we have already made tokens as a digital cryptocurrency, and 

these will help us see our plans threw check these links. 

The project is real, and we see real potential and a need to act fast 

and be sure that we provide a better tomorrow for us and for our 

kids. We have seen what the current system can do and to be honesty 

after seventy years we are sure that we have seen the best and the 

system crashed years ago, and we ignored calls and warnings for 

change. We view the current system as a broken fuse amp. Now after 

too many crashes the fuse amp is irreparable and irreplaceable and 

what the current governments have done is replace a fuse put in 

place for our safety to protect the whole system from burning in case 

of a fire with a solid wire that will keep the fires burning forever 

what’s the trigger has been activated and we don’t want what this 

can mean as it can mean the end of humanity as we know today. 
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Imagine still making weapons etc. while we are becoming friends 

with North Korea and the US now on talking terms yet the budget 

for the military keeps growing. $1,7 trillion is a huge sum and this 

money can be used to deal with population and global growth. 

 

Reliance on Wars as A Solution to All Problem. 

 

The main reason we are stuck in defensive economies is that this is 

the only tried and trusted method to solve global problems. For the 

past 2000 years wars have rebalanced the ecosystem eliminates over 

surplus and creates the perfect ideal environment the system can 

accommodate. Your leaders have used wars to reduce the 

government’s debt and expenditure bill in terms of soldier’s salaries 

to balance things. Most military interventions are triggered by 

missing funds and unbalanced budgets etc. Wars have solved this 

issue easily. All you must do is just starts a war. By the time the war 

ended millions of people including soldiers will have died. Less 

soldiers and other people on the payroll. Less population pressures. 

Wars give everyone every reason and justification. Huge military 

budget and health budgets all are justified easily when there is s war 

simply because all these services and institutions like the health care 

are a result of past wars, so they must benefit if same situations are 

created. New military weapons etc. contracts are drafted after a war. 

The need for new weapons manufacturing and budgets are increased 

accordingly. 

Newly printed money is sent abroad to fight hyperinflation etc. The 

current economy is related to wars to some extent and depends on 

wars or their planning in terms of war-contingency plans to mitigate 

future threats and therefore justifies investing in military-related 

economic driving policies etc. This has caused many nations relying 

on a global superpower like the US for loan handouts etc. and 

reliance on its currency as a reserve something we are sure now is 

the root of global issue with the 2007 financial problems having 

source in the US. The situation can easily be manipulated to act and 
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those behind this in their favor that everyone else is stripped their 

sovereignty and all rights to print money and be self-sufficient in 

exchange of being puppets that have no power to influence their 

destiny, therefore, be sunk down with loans with high interest rates 

and conditions that make one put the lives of all its people at risk. 

Something we are strongly saying is against what we stand for as 

this conflict with our laws. The current system lacks a single reserve 

and digital global; currency that is not dependent on wars to 

spearhead development. 

 

 

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? JOIN 

TODAY! 
 

What are the benefits to you? 

 

The best news is that we are a global force with global ideas and 

targets which means our plans are universal and include everyone. 

Imagine a global currency with the need to increase everyone’s 

wealth the only natural way to do so through printing money. People 

and nations will be able to pay a small fee and get rid of debt for 

good. All surely considering the benefits mentioned above will, 

without doubt, anticipate the increase in value of such a currency 

and buy our tokens. Imagine if Bitcoin is just for an anonymous 

ground or person what more if this is linked to a great leadership 

that will guarantee tomorrow. 

 

Guaranteed Tomorrow. 

 

Bitcoin owners are in hiding and this could a reason why it hasn’t 

taken off as most people anticipated. There were huge talks of a 

$100 000 Bitcoin between now and next year December and Bitcoin 

only started rising to above $10 000 two or three years ago since 
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2017 before that it was below $6 000 for most of the years. The 

unpredictability and a lack of transparency in the leadership can cast 

doubt in the future value of the currency. We as a global movement 

offer a form of security that somehow your investment is 

guaranteed, and we are behind this and that our aims are universal 

that will attract more supporters. We aim to tackle things current 

governments are having headache with like inflation, hyperinflation. 

National debt, unemployment, lack of supply to match demand 

triggered by surplus new money. Lack of savings for most of global 

nations so we can act as advisers that in turn can make our system 

and plan be appealing even to governments who might become part 

of our system without too much convincing. We all might share 

common ground of finding ways to make the world a better place. 

No one can be expected to be against us unless it’s the same people 

causing all these problems for selfish personal gains. Our laws will 

break them down. 

I reiterate that we are sovereign in our right and no leader is above 

our laws. We have relied on international law under the Jus Congens 

that are laws that are universal like the rights of our first law to life 

and good quality of life. Everyone knows this what we have done is 

priorities these laws and make sure that no one will have 

justifications for breaking these without getting sunk by our laws. 

No one can argue otherwise. No wars, weapons, immigration or 

national security can override these laws. These laws will make 

humans be the priority and everything else to follow suit. 

No one has immunity we have stripped these off. We have used our 

Article 1 to lobby and use global collective justice to punish our 

lawbreakers and drag President and Prime Ministers to court while 

still in office. We shall evolve the justice system by making the 

whole system be twenty- four service with the digital part operating 

half the time especially at night where cases can be logged into the 

digital system at any time but processed automatically at night and 

forwarded to judges etc. who will look at the cases etc. if human 

judgment is required. For mots we shall use digital judgement in that 
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we shall provide the laws as digital and let everyone on earth read 

and confirm that the laws have been read and a time lag is created 

showing date and time even place when someone did confirm 

reading these laws and this to be used as a reference point and where 

violations are observed the system can automatically offer ways for 

the person to address that breached. Ignorance of knowing the laws 

will not suffice as everyone will have had excess to the laws to read, 

understand and confirm these. Complicated cases to be dealt with 

by human judges. 

Above all this, we are removing all time limits to laws which states 

when all laws can expire, and cases are brought to court. Currently 

some have time limits of 3 to 6 months and most government 

apparatus take advantage and chip people at birth so that they are 

under the death row from the day they were born with watermarks 

loaded into the as a population control method or immigration one 

as they have huge aging population that deals harm to the nations 

finances etc. Some government hack their people and wait for the 

time period to launch a successful case to expire before they start 

torturing that person at will. 

It all starts with us. We can’t expect others to solve our issues. Here 

is a chance for every mankind to change things for the better. There 

is no doubt that the current system has crashed many years ago and 

that only a new system is the only answer. For seventy years they 

have devised and planned yet the system and situation hasn’t 

changed. We are arguing that we can do better as a people. It is up 

to us to act and act we must act now. We can’t leave things to 

chance. Institutions like the United Nations Security Council gives 

all women and kids false hopes of security by preaching ending wars 

yet they have no powers themselves and are part and parcel of the 

corrupt system trading women and children’s souls for lower priced 

resources globally like oil to avoid long queues at the fuel pumps 

etc. We stand firm against such thinking and declare that humanity 

must change its thinking. We can change the world for the better and 

we can’t do this alone. That is when you come in. Be part of this 
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special movement and make the world better everyone. It is easy and 

can be achieved but requires your commitment as well. What is the 

main problem is the lack of a Single Reserve Global Currency 

[SRGC] to take humanity to the next level of development? A 

currency that will make global transactions easy. A currency with a 

leader and a framework behind it to support and defend it and secure 

it to give everyone a sense of trust and predictability. Most digital 

currencies lack the stability and or predictability that usually triggers 

growth and value in digital currency. We declare that our already 

made tokens which we will exchange for other new ones once we 

have raised funds will have its own blockchain to make sure that 

everyone is a player and willing to contribute. Our SRGC and 

framework will; 

Eliminate current global and national debt through methods 

suggested above like treating global debt as having a depreciating 

value instead of appreciating value. After certain years if not paid 

then the debt can be written off against a global debt fund reserve. 

Provide a Global Reserve Bank [GRB] where they can deposit new 

printed money and get our FCI instead. This stimulates savings and 

as an incentive to keep printing there is interest on savings. Our 

reserve bank will be the biggest with currencies of all nations to 

boost wealth of these nations. 

This GRB will act as a money supply control mechanism removing 

extra money from the system while it earns interest as well at the 

same time fighting hyperinflation etc. and keeping everything 

stable. We will use the savings say a certain percentage to provide 

specialist functions e.g. multinationals that increase the supply of 

goods in relation to greater demand due to new money. 

An independent reserve global currency Will solve the Triffin 

Dilemma. 

A single global reserve currency will solve the beggar-thy-neighbor 

issue 

Our FCI will make payments faster and transaction cost very 

cheaper 
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Will enable countries to manipulate many fiscal and monetary 

factors to spearhead development through devaluation, pegging, and 

HMF manipulations to attract more investors, etc. 

Our FCI must be used side by side with local currencies and nations 

be encouraged to stockpile our FCI to improve trade that will keep 

a supply of our FCI local in short supply increase the value of our 

FCI 

No protectionist a free-floating system with our FCI exchanging 

with all global currencies through the savings deposit scheme. 

No adjustments associated with the IMF that only create a negative 

effect on the other side of the globe and other economic issues to the 

county concerned. We stand against adjustment but rely on dealing 

with debt and writing off this as the only way to guarantee 

exponential wealth and growth. We have laws to protect citizens’ 

wealth and not let them lose this. 

Our system recognizes that it’s a vicious cycle of generating cash, 

injecting this, boosting the economy and the extra surplus then 

creates more negative issues before the market starts contracting 

again wanting more cash injection. . 

What has been happening is that the system was being let to crash 

and start all over again. Our system recognizes that it’s a mistake 

not to intervene to prevent crashing. Waiting for the system to crash 

first and solve it is the biggest mistake for the past seventy years. 

All government and our TWO must and will intervene to maintain 

wealth levels and keep injecting new money until desired growth 

and wealth is achieved. The government to intervene and burry out 

citizens and not banks since printing new money triggers an ‘I owe 

you’ situation with governments owing its citizens and not 

corporations like banks. To repay this ‘I owe you debt’ the 

government must bail-out the citizens and write off their debt over 

time and create at the beginning Provisional accounts for bad debt 

etc. 

Greater stability as we tackle most issues that can trigger 

hyperinflation and economic problems like sanctions imposed on a 
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country fighting inflation. So, we banned all sanctions. Every nation 

is sovereign, and sanctions treat sovereign nations like kids who 

need to be grounded, etc. Above all sanctions and other methods of 

adjustments are cruel and barbaric and used to kill women and 

children as a weakening took for a better bargain. We stand against 

such practices. 

Honestly, in conclusion, the current system encourages one or two 

big nations to do what everyone else must be doing to grow and 

forbids everyone else to do just that but uses them to increase new 

markets to supply extra goods to quench demand increase by 

printing new money. The system removes other’s sovereignty and 

leaves them as dependents hence the lack of growth elsewhere, but 

hope is there a perfect solution to global problems. Tomorrow’s 

World Order and our single reserve global digital currency. 

It’s up to you now. Join us! Let’s change the world for the better. It 

can be done. Never leave things to chance. Our system will work as 

we are doing this for all mankind and it’s a global movement surely, 

we are destined to win. Get in on the winning side and be part of this 

great revolution a new chapter is imminent and inevitable. 

 

TOMORROW'S WORLD ORDER 
 

Are they reversing previous achievements? TRUE. 

Budget pressures and the need to create jobs and 

to fulfill party manifestos are all making today's 

politicians take the easy route and encourage 

dirty tricks. We shall fight hard for a better today! 

 

TWO-VICTORY 
 

BUILDING A BETTER TODAY. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

I have so far dwelt much on what Tomorrow’s World Order stands 

for and I am sure that this is a new way of thinking about something 

never tried before but something I am sure will work and must work 

for us to achieve wealth levels never even imagined before. There is 

a way and we are the only ones with the solutions to all global 

problems. 

Above all this is the only new method of doing things and we know 

the results of all the other alternatives as they are just new versions 

of the methods they tested and tried on for the past seventy years. I 

guarantee you that choosing another political party with all their 

methods will only repeat what we as a people have been 

experiencing for the past seventy years since after the Second World 

War. How much time should we waste on obsolete systems and 

methods designed after the war and which are now obsolete and not 

for this day and age? 

✓ Wouldn't it be a smart move to try a brand-new way of 

thinking? 

✓ A brand-new approach. 

Above all what is not to like in; 

Saving money, you sweated and hard-worked for through abolishing 

of payments of income tax and national insurance. 

What is not to like to have another savings account, imagine how 

much you pay in your life as taxes and national insurance and the 

value of what you get back? Imagine all that money being yours and 

no one else? Surely this is a huge step towards human emancipating 

and global wealth. The question is; Are you ready? I am. 

What is not to like to have a health plan that will make sure you are 
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100% covered? Most people accumulate wealth for years sacrificing 

life to gather resources and only to lose these when they fall sick due 

to a lack of a plan like ours that protects the savings and let the 

greedy pharmaceutical companies who make deals with the 

government to benefit through letting the governments illegally tag 

everyone at birth. And over the years use radiation to remotely 

electromagnetically hack and change the course of life causing all 

kinds of diseases then let the pharmaceuticals jump in and provide 

medicines that don’t last; wiping out all your savings and wealth 

before you die anywhere? Speaking of government led-grooming in 

the darkest meaning of the word. This is wrong. Our system will be 

proactive in fighting such acts where it matters at birth, making sure 

that no one is illegally tagged or remotely ‘tortured’ secretly, etc. 

We shall bring stiff death penalties to all human hackers; be it 

governments or not. No one is immune. 

What is not to like when all your savings and wealth will increase 

the levels depending on your input forever? We have laws and 

systems to see to that. 

What is not to like if all countries have brand new cities and high-

quality infrastructure globally on top of the already existing system 

giving you an option of where to live depending on your disposable 

income? 

Imagine a world without global financial crises, poverty and all the 

bad things associated with a lack of affordability. 

Imagine everyone having a say in things that matter to you? 

Our motto; Your Future Your Say is relevant here. 

Imagine a world without wars, weapons and their possession and 

manufacturing. 

Imagine a world without reliance on fossil fuels; the main trigger of 

all past wars? 

Imagine a world with alternative cleaner and even cheaper energy 

sources? 

Only our system will provide that. 

Only our system will increase global affordability to levels that 
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make dreams come true. 

All other parties will have to engage at one point in austerity 

measures, but I ask you if it is a human-body how can it grow 

without food or with recycling which austerity measures are about? 

Ladies and gentlemen, the world requires bold thinkers and bold 

minds and I think everyone can have all that but it takes a lot of 

convincing and throughout I have gone to lengths to do just that and 

without doubt you can see clearly now that no other plan so far as 

growth to new heights is concerned can beat our system and plan. 

Only Tomorrow’s World Order has all the answers. 

A holistic approach to global governance, financial and fiscal 

management, political system management and government and a 

new way that is fit for purpose in the provision of global peace. 

You might be hesitant but revisit all the benefits mentioned above 

and come to the same conclusion as me that there is no alternative 

or a political plan that will near ours in all areas. If you are serious 

about real change and global wealth, national wealth and individual 

wealth then join us today. 

 

VOTE TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER 

 
✓ Solving global problems today giving everyone a brighter 

future and a say in things that matter to them; 

✓ Free health for all with the government getting the insurance 

itself and you getting another new savings account. 

✓ Tax-free income of your hard-earned money. 

On average if you earn for argument’s sake say $20 000 per year 

and you work from age 24 when most leave university until 

retirement around 65 years old. 

That means you have worked for 41 years. 

Assuming a rate around 22% of income tax you pay around $4000 

per year as tax and a further $2000 in national insurance. Assuming 

this to be correct in 41 years means you pay; 
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$6000 per year for every $20 000 you earn multiplied by 41 years. 

All your life you pay a whopping $246 000 as taxes and national 

insurance. 

Now imagine the value you get from the government for that money. 

Pathetic! I agree. 

We believe it is better if this money is put in your savings account 

and the government uses the account and the balance as collateral to 

provide free health cover, loans, pension, etc. How does that sound? 

All our policies and methods have you as a central and important 

piece of the puzzle. 

Imagine the banks stealing from you without you noticing 

embezzling small amounts in terms of Payment Protect Insurance. 

Imagine when you lost your job and only to be told that the insurance 

would not cover and is therefore useless and the banks then refusing 

to refund and pay you. Now imagine finding out that this was a pre-

planned scheme to gather money as capital by the banks in order to 

invest in cryptocurrency the very time that bitcoin started after the 

2008 financial crisis in 2011. Now imagine the banks have earned 

$billions in profits. It is true that a $2000 invested in 2010 in bitcoin 

would have made a whopping $2million in profits. 

It gets interesting but still gross. 

Now imagine the chances of banks making mistakes that affect 

millions of customers and a whopping $40 billion in deducted PPI 

monies. 

Now imagine the possibilities of banks with the most educated 

people failing to follow their own rules of issuing the PPI and other 

loans. 

Now imagine the regulating bodies like the Financial Conduct 

Authority siding with ‘thieves’ in banks. Ask yourself if the CEO of 

a bank does the same thing stealing in small amounts over the years 

and the chances when this comes out to get away with embezzling? 

Now imagine governments bailing-out the banks making you lose 

everything. 

Now imagine the governments using the banks to invest to raise 
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money for political purposes and the names of all defaulters being 

passed onto the government by banks. 

Now imagine a system when the government illegally hacks and tag 

all loans and mortgages defaulters and hold them to ransom through 

hacking and all getting tortured with some radiation being passed 

onto them as lab rats? 

Now sit down and see justice in all that? 

 

Key Takeaways 

 

It’s possible and can be done you just need the right framework and 

mind to appreciate our methodology. 

It’s only through us who can change things for the better. 

Above all what not to like making money while building a better 

tomorrow today. 

 

JOIN-DONATE AND GET OUR DIGITAL 

CURRENCY 
 

Is there justice I ask you? 

Now breathe and picture a system that drags banks to court. 

A system that protects your savings and fences your wealth that only 

you have access to. 

Now picture a system that makes all the taxes and national insurance 

money you pay all your life be yours at the end when you need the 

money the most. 

I can already see a smile on your face, and it does not stop there. 

Imagine when you fall ill not having to pay anything or losing your 

savings or your wealth. 

Imagine your kids and relatives enjoying your hard-earned wealth? 

Imagine still owning your first house and giving that to your kids. 

Imagine owning a lot of property and wealth? A situation where 

your wealth keeps increasing. 
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Now imagine a brand-new city from stretch with everything in it 

brand new; new railways, new clean cars that are electricity 

propelled and powered. 

 

Now imagine everything new and clean fresh air and also imagine 

your grandfather insisting on staying in the old city and you 

laughing at his thinking failing to see the point but also seeing that 

everlasting smile on his face. 

Imagine two worlds a brand new one and an old one all existing side 

by side with everyone choosing where to live with those who can 

afford to move to the brand-new city, etc. 

Imagine where everyone can buy anything at the market value. 

Imagine competition and how much can research, and development 

bring us; new flying-fast and safe means of transport, etc. 

Imagine people living forever as you as they can in abled bodies 

having to enjoy their wealth at a young age when their bodies permit. 

Imagine the quality of life improving greatly over the years. 

Now relax. 

Pinch yourself. 

I tell you this is real and in reach, all you have to do is;  

 

VOTE FOR TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER. 
 

Your Future Your Say. 

Signed 06 November 2019 

David Gomadza 

Founder, President, and the Global Party Leader 

Of Tomorrow’s World Order. 

info@tomorrowsworldorder.com 
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INTRODUCING A NEW GLOBAL SYSTEM 

FOR EVERYTHING FROM GOVERNANCE, 

AND JUSTICE TO FINANCIAL PLANNING 

AND MANAGEMENT. 
 

I take this opportunity to thank you for reaching this far but this is 

just part of the process. Now join us become our members and 

receive our digital currency while we still have some. Yes, 

1000FCIs free as your savings with us to be withdrawn upon 

satisfactory qualifying and meeting the requirements for qualifying. 

The opportunities are endless. 

 

JOIN THE GREAT MOVEMENT AND LET US CHANGE THE 

WORLD FOR THE BETTER AND FOR EVERYONE AND 

NOT JUST FOR THE FEW PRIVILEGED. 

 

Signed 

 

Founder and President 

 

Tomorrow's World Order 

 

Hon. Mr. President David Gomadza 
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